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is compared to coda from deep teleseismvrecorded at State College, Pennsylvania, and
it is seen that scattering is more severe at PAS, as reflected in higher coda levels
and slower decay rate. Consideration of energy partitioning and coda amplitude suggests
that much of the coda consists of scattered surface waves. Analysis of a major
Ps conversion arriving 3 s after direct P indicates that a major crustal discontinuity
at about 20 km depth dips at moderate angles to the north under the San Gabriel d

Mountains. This interface probably represents the crustal tectonic boundary between
the Transverse Ranges and the Los Angeles Basis.

The codas of long-period Rayleigh waves recorded at WWSSN and Canadian network
stations in Western North America from eight underground explosions at NTS are
examined in an effort to separate scattering and anelastic attenuation effects. Coda
behavior of 0.1 and 0.2 hz Rayleigh waves follows coda characteristics seen in
studies of short-period S waves. Coda decay rate is seen to be a stable observation
over most stations in Western North America and iq consistent with the hypothesis
that backscattered surface waves from heterogeneities contained within the western
half of the continent form the Rayleigh wave coda. The basic data observables of
coda level and decay arp intprnreted using several plausibic a~:2. Thc zinge h
scattering model yields a coda Q consistent with previously determined Rayleigh
anelastic attenuation coefficients. Separation of anelastic and scattering Q is
possible using an energy flux model and shows that scattering Q is one to two orders
of magnitude higher than anelastic Q. However, an energy flux model which incorporates
a layer of scatterers over a homogeneous half-space shows that all Rayleigh wave
attenuation can be explained purely by scattering effects which include Rayleigh
to body wave conversion. Coda can be fit equally well by these mutually incompatible
models. It is not likely that the mechanisms of scattering or anelastic attenuation
can be addressed by coda observations of a single homogeneous data set.

Pnl waveforms from two moderate-sized earthquakes in Zambia are used to determine
an upper mantle P-wave velocity model for southern Africa. The events are:
5/15/68, mb=5. 7 , depth = 28 km; and 12/2/68, mb=5.9 , depth = 6 km. Focal parameters
for these events are constrained by previous workers from teleseismic body wave
inversion. Synthetic seismograms are generated for various mantle velocity models
using a wavenumber integration method until an acceptable fit to the data is obtained.
Quality of fit is measured primarily by the Pn/PL amplitude ratio. Source-station
geometry also allows for the independent sampling of the upper mantle beneath the
Kapvaal-Rhodesian craton and the mobile belt provinces. Synthetics from a three-layer
crust over half-space mantle model do not show prominent precursor arrivals
seen in the data; these are interpreted to be P-waves turning in the upper mantle.
The synthetics also give a too low Pn/PL amplitude ratio. Synthetics for models
with a mantle P-wave velocity g .Ii,,nt of 0.00333/sec fit the cratonic path data
very well. since there is no in~. ion of interaction with a low-vel.city zone,
this gives a mirimum lithospheric L.ickness of 120 km. A slightly lower gradient
is indicated for the mobile belt regions, with a minimum lithospheric thickness of
140 km. Though the data is small, there is no evidence for a major low velocity
zone beneath either province. Different velocity gradients between the two
provinces implies different temperature structure, which supports the hypothesis p
that a deep, cool lithospheric root exists beneath the Kapvaal-Rhodesian craton.
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Report Summary

Task Objectives

The general objective of this research is to understand the factors important in shaping the
seismic signature of small events recorded at local and regional distances. Specific objectives
are 1) the identification of deterministic aspects of the wavefield from small earthquakes and
explosions to allow the inference of source depth and other source parameters, and 2) to under-
stand the effects of scattering and lithospheric heterogeneity on the propagation of high fre-
quency regional phases. The combined analysis of "deterministic" and "stochastic" wave
propagation effects is required to unravel the complexity of regional phases for the purposes of
event discrimination.

Technical Problem

Regional phases from small events are affected by complex interactions between source radi-
ation and wave propagation effects due to structure in the crust and upper mantle. Because
observations are confined to the high frequency band (>2 hz), lithospheric heterogeneity
becomes important in shaping high frequency regional phases. Typical wave lengths are much
shorter than the total travel path and are comparable to known geologic structure. An aspect of
the problem of regional wave propagation is examined here involving the nature of coda asso-
ciated with major arrivals. Simple wholespace scattering models are often applied to the coda of
regional S phases to deduce scattering or anelastic attenuation. The level and amplitude decay of
coda is a characteristic of the data which seems to be robust for particular regions and can be
used to deduce source magnitude, once calibrated. Factors affecting the level of scattering near
the source and near the receiver are also obviously important in yield estimation problems and
waveform modeling for source parameters. It is impcrtant, therefore, to investigate the major
assumptions contained in these wholespace models and to determine which are appropriate.

Several problems have been addressed in this research and include analysis of P wave coda
from teleseismic events, analysis of long-period Rayleigh wave coda from explosions at NTS,
and regional wave propagation of P and S body waves. The first two problems are reciprocal in
some respects and involve the nature of scattering of waves in the lithosphere and how such scat-
tering affects the seismogram. The analysis of body wave and surface wave data using similar
formalisms is useful in characterizing observed scattered coda waves behind the direct arrivals
and in investigating the degree of lithopheric heterogeneity. Specific problems concerning tele-
seismic P coda waves are 1) determination of the behavior of P wave coda, and 2) deducing the
scattering mechanisms involved in supporting high coda energy levels. Long-period Rayleigh
waves were studied to determine characteristics of coda, if any, and the relationship of coda Q
measurements to other standard attenuation measurements. This study is also a prelude to deter-
mining whether Rayleigh coda would be a useful measure of yield. In addition to studies of scat-
tered waves several other deterministic studies of long and short-period waves were performed to
determine vertically inhomogeneous earth structure.

General Methodology

The general methodology of this research involves theoretical development of scattering
models to apply to time series data and the simulation of wave propagation of in models of plane
layered elastic earth structure. In all cases synthetic seismograms are computed to compare with
the observed seismic data.

Technical Results

The scattering of waves by 2 and 3D heterogeneity in the lithosphere is a complex process
which is poorly understood. In the first section of this report, broadband teleseismic P wave data
from PAS station was studied to develop an appropriate scattering model. Scattering under the
station was seen to be quite severe because of the existence of a substantial tangential component
of motion comparable to vertical and radial motions. The level and decay of coda was modeled
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first using simple ID stochastic structure models. The results of this study showed that unrea-
sonably high ID velocity variations, amounting to 20% and more, were needed to explain the
slow decay and high level of coda. The ID simulations also showed that the single scattering
model for a simple plane wave in a homogeneous wholespace was not particularly useful in
interpreting coda behavior. In fact, the interpretation of coda decay with the single scattering
model would imply that scattering attenuation is greatest for those structures which are not heter-
ogeneous. The ID models showed that decay rate decreases with degree of scattering. Observa-
tional aspects of the coda data were modeled using an energy flux model for scattering in a layer
over homogeneous halfspace. The energy flux model is a useful parameterization of the
teleseismic coda data which can be used in comparative coda studies between seismic stations.

These unusual results prompted a study of coda from regionally propagating waves. The
teleseismic scattering model suggested that apparent attenuation deduced from coda decay is
strongly affected by the gross distribution of scatterers as well as their density. Fast coda decay
with time, and consequently low Q, implies that waves quickly radiate into the mantle rather than
being attenuated through scattering losses. Section 2 describes a study of long-period Rayleigh
wave coda where various mechanisms of coda formation were investigated. There has been
extensive previous work on attenuation of Rayleigh waves in western North America using
amplitude decay of fundamental mode Rayleigh waves. The coda study was attempted to first
determine if long-period Rayleigh waves had coda (they do) and then to investigate whether scat-
tering mechanisms coula be separated from anelasticity (they can't). The single scattering model
and two different energy flux models were used to model coda. The results show that coda
decay is the most observationally robust measurement and that coda decay g2uld be due to ane-
lastic attenuation. However, an energy flux model which allows the scattering and subsequent
radiation of surface wave to body wave conversions into the mantle produces attenuation effects
comparable to the scattering of teleseismic P waves seen in the PAS data. Both of these scatter-
ing studies raise very interesting questions on the mechanisms of scattering as well as on the role
of scatterer geometry in controlling the characteristics of coda.

in conjunction with these studied on coda, an analysis of regional P wave propagation was
completed to determine upper mantle structure in the South African shield (Section 3). This was
prompted by observations of anomalous Pni waveforms for crustal events believed to be asso-
ciated with southern extension of the east African rift zone into Zambia. Structure and wave
propagation in shield areas-is a recurring problem in discrimination and detection since there are
large shield areas of Asia and Europe which must be monitored. Past studies of the Pn1 phase
have concentrated in using this phase to infer gross crustal structure and focal mechanisms. In
the present study, aspects of the observed P. phases were used to infer the character of P wave
velocity gradients in the upper mantle. The study showed that substantial positive velocity gradi-
ents are required to fit the large long-period P, waves observed in the data. Positive velocity
gradients in the uppermost mantle give rise to turning waves and high relative amplitudes for
direct P and S wave phases seen at regional distances. This kind of structure is conducive for
detection of small of events at regional distances. It is also important to recognize when such
structure exists between source and receiver since magnitudes and yields determined from direc,
body wave phases may be overestimated due to the more efficient wave propagation.

Important Findings and Conclusions

Analysis of coda in teleseismic receiver functions suggests that there are other mechanisms
which control the formation and decay of scattered coda waves which are separate from intrinsic
or scattering attenuation. In particular, the simple geometry of an elastic scattering layer over
halfspace produces coda decay which would be interpreted as an attenuation effect but is due to
the simple redistribution of scattered energy from the layer to the halfspace. Such effects can be
studied first by analyzing coda from teleseismic events at a receiver or array and then applying
the parameters of the layer model to an appropriate energy flux model for a source contained
within the layer.

Study of regional long-period surface propagation shows that several mechanisms affect
coda decay and level. Although coda decay can be explained and is consistent with anelastic
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attenuation measured previously, scattering mechanisms can be assumed to create the same
effects. This has important implications in the interpretation of coda in all wave propagation
regimes.

Significant Hardware Development

N/A

Special Comments

N/A

Implications for Further Research

Scattering Q models are based on a number of assumptions concerning the distribution of the
reservoir of energy contained in the scattered field. Further research will concentrate on
combined application of teleseismic scattering determiniations and regional phase scattering.
This combined analysis may offer constaints on scattering physics not obtainable by analysis of
each data set alone. Results of this research will have important implications on studies of
regional phase propagation, discrimination of small events, and yield estimation problems.

The work performed on this contract has generated several new areas of research which are
being pursued. Figure 1 shows results of a finite difference calculation designed to study the
energy flux model developed here for teleseismic P waves and receiver scattering. The finite
difference model consists of a 2D scattering layer over a homogeneous halfspace (acoustic case
only). The calculations are being performed to first test the assumptions that go into the energy
flux model and then to gain understanding of the nature of scattering in the 2D layer compared to
the ID structures used before. Simulations in solid elastic structure are also being performed to
look at the partitioning of scattered waves into rotational and dilatational fields and how such
partitioning affects the interpretations of the parameters of the energy flux model. Such calcula-
tions will also be extended to scattering with a source in the layer for regional wave propagation
studies.

An observational study of high frequency data recorded by the NORESS array has also
been started to investigate regional phases and the influence of deterministic (ID structure) vs
stochastic earth structure. Figure 2 displays several wave forms from different events recorded
by NORESS. The study is taking advantange of the array capabilities by analyzing any individ-
ual phase seen sweeping across the array. -k4 analysis and boam forming is being used to first
detect phases and then to model their characteristics using plane layered models. Figure 2 shows
the result of stacking individual time windows about an observed phase at the optimal phase
velocity (velocity show by numbers, time windows by vertical dotted lines). Each stack is then
patched together, for an event, to display an enhanced seismogram. Incoherent scattered waves
are reduced by this method. The stacked data show a number of impulsive phases, some with
quite high phase velocities. The high velocities can be uidersi.d by ,,idzrrig the crustal
structure inferred for the area. For example, the 9.2 km/sec velocity is consistent with a precriti-
cal wide angle P reflection from the Moho. Initial results from this study show that a number of
unusual phases occur in the data associated with multiples and conversions within the crust.
These phases can be used to locate the event as well as determine crustal structure. Ultimately,
we want to be able to understand the short-period regional seismogram to find near-source depth
phases for discrimination purposes. This particular study is also a prelude to a larger study of
scattering of teleseismic and regional P waves at NORESS, following up on several issues asso-
ciated with the energy flux model developed in this contract.

vii
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Scattering of Teleseismic Body Waves Under Pasadena, California

CHARLES A. LANUS)roN

Department of Geosciences. Pennsvitania Stare t rii'ersitv. U nirersiiv Park

Teleseismic receiver functions for ,-ructure under Pasadena. California (PAS) are derived from azt-
muthally disiributed teleseismic P waves recorded on Bnjolf I-O90 instrumentation. The broadband
three-component Bentoff 1.90 system is peaked at a 1-s period and allows resolution of major crustal

interfaces from large Ps conversions seen in the receiver function data. The observed body wave data are
quite complex, showing exceptionally large Ps conversions and scattered waves on honzontal compo-
nents. Radial and tangential motions are of equal magnitude and show major off-azimuth converted PF
*..ses, suggesting large-scale crustal heterogeneity beneath ihe station. Stochastic simulations of one-
dimension~il plane layered structure show that geologicaily unreasonable one-dimensional moolels are
required to hit the data. The observed coda decay ields i scattering Q estimate of 239 at a 2-s penod
using an energy flux model for a propagating plane wave interacting with a scattering layer over a
homogeneous half-space Observed and synthetic coda deca) follows the theoretical exponential decay
predicted by the model and is due entirely to diffusion of coda energy out of the layer into the half-space
PAS coda is compared to coda from deep telescisms recorded at State College. Pennsylvania. and it is
seen that scattering is more severe at PAS, as reflected in higher coda levels and slower decay rate
Considerami,n of energy rar':-nng and coda amplitude suggests that much of the coda consists of
scattered surface waves Analysis of a major Ps conversion arriving 3 s after direct P indicates that a
major crustal discontinuity at about 20 km depth dips at moderate angles to the north under the San
Gabriel Mountains. This interface probably represents the crustal tectonic boundary between the Trans-
verse Ranges and the Los Angeles Basin

INTROotCTtON both stochastic and deterministic scattering effects due to het-

The analysis of teleseismic receiver functions represents an erogeneous structure. Structure under the station Pasadena,

inexpensive and convenient way of imagng major crustal and California IPAS) will be the focus of this effort. This station

upper mantle discontinuities under isolated receivers. The lies in a geologically complex area of southern California and

transmisstitv of structure under a three-component seismo- has had broadband instrumentation over a long period of

meter is.inferred from the timing and amplitude of Ps conver- time (Figure I. The study was initially motivated by observa-

sions seen on horizontal ground motions and is modeled to oIons of complex particle motions in the teleseismic P -,ave

determine the location and velocity contrasts of the causitive data [Lanq.stun 1977]. The data were previously examined by
interfaces [Burdick and Lanqston, 1977; Langston, 1979; I.ee 11983]. who attempted to model the receiver functions

Ovsens. 19841. The technique has been particularly useful in using dynamic ray tracing with models consisting of homoge-

large-scale structure studies using long-period body waves neous layers separated by curved three-dimensional interfaces.

[e g.. Burdick and Lanqston, 1977; Langston and Isaacs, 1981; Lee's study was partially successful in explaining qualitative

Hchert and Lanqston, 1985] to determine average crustal aspects of the data for early arrivals, but he found that ray

thickness and is rcreasingly being applied to broadband, theory was inadequate to explain the high amplitude of in-

high-frequency data to obtain more resolution or, strtzture ferred coverted waves and the duration of signal.

[Osscen,.. 1984; Owens et al.. 1984: 1987]. In this paper the receiver function data will be examined

One of the inevitable trade-offs in using higher-frequency from two points of view. The first is from the standard method

data is increased sensitivity to lateral heterogeneity in crustal of treating the data to infer major velocity discontinuities

structure. In one sense this is desirable since a goal of such under the station using observations of isolated body wave

studies is to determine as much information about structure phases and simple velocity models. Ps conversions from tele-

under the receiver as possible. However, it is also obvious that seismic P waves are found to be unusally large and are used to

the wave field is severely spatially aliased through observa- suggest the existence of a large velocity contrast interface in

tions made at only a single surface point. Imaging procedures the lower crust which dips to the north under the San Gabriel

implicitly rely on modeling assumptions such as plane layering Mountains.

or, at most, simple curved interfaces. It ;. often observed that The other point of view is to treat the data as resulting from

much of the wave field is inaccessable to standard explanation an unknown scattering process and to attempt to infer the

sing simple modeling techniques rLangston, 1979; Owens et severity of wave scattering under the station. Using simple

al., 19871 For example, receiver function data often display measures of the P coda amplitude decay along with one-

anomalous wave behavior such as P wave particle motions dimensional stochastic structure simulations, the question is

which have significant tangential amplitudes, asked: Are the data consistent with scattering due to reason-

A purpose of this paper is to examine strategies of treatment able plane layered structure' The negative answer for PAS

of broadband receiver function data which take into account suggests that such an analysis can be used to justify or not
justify a research effort in modeling data with simple plane
layered structure models. The severity of observed scattering

,pyright 1989 by the Americar Geophysical Unior under PAS also points out deficiencies in some simple scatter-

Paper number 85JB03977 ing models and the need to develop appropriate models for
014(t-0221 49 X5JB-01i71$i5 iX) tvo- and three-dimc.simnal stochastic structures.
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the tipper mantle This zone vwas studied hv Iliifnihrt,' et al
s [ 1984] using a tomograph-c imaging tiehnique for teleseismic

P waves recorded hy the network. The, dtcrrnined ih.it the
J, -% ertical zone oI high mantle .ciocities %%& ' _111tllAHI- il thin

the Transverse Ranges Prosice and attumed dclii of at
35 \ least 150 km. This zone was interpreted as a region of mantle

"- --- " A BL [/,()" /'s downwelhng analogous to a subduction zone but driven b,
relative movements of microplates making up the San An-
dreas fault system. In this model, upper crustal microplate

" -.. . ,movements may be decoupled from lower crust and upper
mantle structures viith the result that the surface expression of

"Ilk the San Andreas fault is offset by a midcrustal horizontal
shear zone from the fault at depth [Webb and Kanarnri.
1985].

33 .!- -'. The Transvecse Ranges are also a locus of change in crustal
structure between the western Peninsular Ranges-Los Angeles

-" .  Basin and the Mojave Block to the east. IHadlev and Kanamori
[1977] suggest that a high-velocitN lower crustal layer com-

32 prises about half of the crust in the Peninsular Ranges but
'o ._ j __ _ - - . tapers to only a few kilometers in the Mojave Block. Tomo-

Fig. t Sketch map of southern California showing the I'.ition of graphic study of Pq and Pn waves in southern California
PAS station and major faulis of the area, [Hearn and Clavton. 1986a. h] support this suggestion b.

showing slower average velocities in the Mojave Block relative
to crust to the west.

PAS STATION AND REGIONAL STRUCTURE A major goal of the present work was ntiaitly to provide
PAS station has been in operation since the mid-1930s and constraints on crustal thickness under this important transi-

has had a full complement of experimental long- and short- tion between tectonic provinces. Site specific information pro-
period instrumentation. Of interest to this study are the Be- sided by the receiver functior, technique will complement
moff 1-90 Iseismometer period is I s. galvonometer period is these earlier crustal and upper mantle structure studies but
90 s) and. to a lesser extent, the Press-Ewing 30-90 systems. will also show the presence of a major midcrustal to lower
The Benioff 1-90 system is peaked at I-s period but records crustal interface.
across a wide frequency band comparable to the intermediate-
period Digital World-Wide Standard Seismograph Network DATA AND SOURCF FtUNCTION EQLALIZATION
(DWWSSN) passband (see the appendix). The system has rou- Wave form data from 21 teleseismic earthquakes were ob-
tinely recorded teleseisms throughout its existence. Although tained from the seismogram archives of California Institute of
the data are recorded in analog photographic format, the Tecnnology (Table 1). The seismograms were photographed
broad passband of the instrument allows for significant time anJ enlarged for hand digitization. Wave forms were digitized
resolution of crustal Ps conver:;ions. This potential, in con- at an irregular sampling interval and interpolated to an equal
junction with the complexity of the receiver signal [Lan gston. sampling interval of 0.1 s. Processing included vector rotation
1977] as well as the tectonic prob!ems associated with the of the horizontal components into the theoretical back azi-
Transverse Ranges Province of southern California. motivates muth of the P wave arrival to obtain radial ipositive away
the present study of crustal structure under the receiver, from the sourcel and tangential (positive clockwise around the

PAS station lies near the southern boundary of the Trans- source looking at the receiveri ground motions.
verse Ranges Province and the Los Angeles Basin-Peninsular A source function equalization procedure %%a, then per-
Range Province (Figure 1). Crustal thickness from long-range formed to remove the instrument respi.- ,e and unknown ef-
refraction [Hadley and Kanamori. 1977] and time term analy- fective source function from the rp ai and tangential wave
sis [Hearn and Claron, 1)986h) suggest that the crust under form data [Laniston. 1979] '., this procedure the vertical
PAS is about 31 km thick. Geologic structure of the upper component of motion i .,ssumed to be free of any efrect of
crust is known to be quite complex with major active faults near-receiver structure (reverberations or conversions but
separating regions of diverse rock type. For example, crys- contains the common instrument response and wave propaga-
talline rocks of the San Gabriel Mountains a few kilometers tion effects from the mentle and near-source region The data
north of PAS abut valley sediments that attain depths of up to are time-windowed and Fourier-transformed The vertical
10 km in the surrounding basins [Yerkes e' a. 1985]. The spectrum is divided into the horizontal spectra and then
geology of the Transverse Ranges and the San Gabriel Moun- multiplied by a Gaussran function to remove high-frequenc.
tains suggest that these ranges are in part allochthonous, noise, The spectral division is also accompanied b vpre hiten-
being thrust over younger rocks of the Peninsular Range ing the vertical component spectra using a "water level" pa.
Province. rameter to remove spurious spectral holes The water level

Hadley and Kanamori [1977] review a number of long- used for data considered here was 0.1 ' of the maximum of
range refraction and travel time studies for the area and show the vertical component amplitude ,pectrum The Gaussian
that the Transverse Ranges are a locus of both upper mantle filter used is equivalent to a Caussian pulse in the time
and crustal velocity anomalies. Using the Southern California domain with a half ,idth of I it, c.a = I 6 in e-" )-
Seismic Network. they showed that P delays from a PKIKP Figure 2 shows examples of wave form data for e ents in
ph. " outlined an east-west trending ,one of high velocities in the three major hack ,.'imuth tanges 128 . 235 . and 315
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TABLE I. Event Parameters for Pasadcna Data

Time. Latitude. Longitude. Depth. Dtutance. Back Azimuth, Stack
Origin Date UT deg deg W, km deg deg Group

March 17. 1966 1550:33 21,1S 179.2W 6.2 619 7909 236.1 235
Nov. 20, 1971 0728:01 13.4S 1799W 6,0 5 1 81.9 234 8 235
Feb. I. 1973 051420 22.7S 62 2W 61 229 77 6 128 4 128"
Dec. 28. 1973 053106 23.9S 180 0E 6.3 S44 82.3 234.5 2315
March 23. 1974 1428:35 23.9S 179.8E 6.1 135 82.s 234 6 235"
Oct. 20. 1974 0412:29 17.9S 178.6W 6.0 602 77.4 238.1 235
Nov. 29, 1974 2205:22 30.7N 138.3E 6 I 419 83 3 302.5 315"
Feb. 22. 1975 2204:37 24.9S 179.1W 6.2 375 82.4 233.7 235
June 29, 1975 1037:41 38.8N 130.OE 6 2 56() 83.9 313.2 "Hs

Jan. 23. 1976 0545:30 7.5S 119.9E 6.4 614 120.0 282.4 235
Dec. 12, 1976 0108:50 28.ON 139.6E 5.9 491 83.9 299.7 315
Sept. 23. 1978 1644:26 HS.0S 167.2E 6 5 20( 85.4 249.9 235
April 24. 1979 0156:14 20.8S 178.7W 6.0 450 79.4 236.0 235
May 13. 1979 0638:15 18.9N 145.3E 5 9 250 84.8 289.2 315
May 21, 1979 2232.58 15.2S 70.1W 6.0 208 67.1 128.8 128
June 27. 1979 0958:03 7. IN 82.0W 5.8 15I 42.9 120.6 128
Aug. 16, 1979 2142:44 41 8N 130.7E 6 . 58s 81.1 315.2 315
Nov. 23, 1979 2349:04 4.8N 76.2W t.4 2W0 48.h 117.4 128
Dec. I1. 1980 1826:26 21.3S 68. 1W 6.1 100 72.9 131.6 128

Used in coda analysis.

Also shown are PKIKP wave forms of the January 23, 1976. wtil be addressed in a later section; here I concentrate on

event which was used in Hadley and Kanamori's [1977] study. major initial arrivals.
This phase will be used as a contraint on structure under the Figure 3u shows the wave form stacks for events from a
station. Note that. in all cases, the magnitude of tangential back azimuth of 128 The bounding envelope for one stan-

motions excited by the P wave is comparable to radial mo- dard deviation is large for ta~igential motions and for arrivals
tions In a radially stratified earth. P and resulting P-SV con- after dtrect P on the radial component. A phase marked "Ps'"

versions would be restricted to the sagittal plane containing on the radial stack is also observed on the radial ,ata of the
the ray. Note also that tangential and radial motions differ Gther back azimuth groups.

quite substantially in wave form. suggesttng that simple instru- The other two back azimuth groups (Figures 3h and 3o

merit miscalibration or magnification differences cannot give show remarkably large arrivals. The Ps conversion is roughly
ise to these anomalous particle motions (see the appendix). half the size of direct P on the radial components ano is also

The PKIKP phase fo the January 23, 1976, event also large on the tangential components. Note that the tangential
shows very anomalous particle motions. This phase is incident components show that the direct P wave amplitude is variable
below the crust at an incident angle of about 40. Horizontal within the noise of measurement, There are indicatio s of
motions, however, are not small as expected. They are about later, coherent arrivals in the wave forms, but these are r "b-

half the size of the vertical P wave, and both components are lemattcal.

grossly different. Furthermore, this event has a back aztmuth Figure 4 shows the stacks displayed together with P ana Vs
in which the observed E-W component is almost perfectly phases annotated. My working hypothesis is that this seco

radial, and the observed N-S component, tangential. The data ary phase is a direct P-to-SV conversion beneath the statio
of Figure 2 strongly suggest that heterogeneous three- Its large size, relative to direct P, on all except the 128
dimensional structure is causing large scattering effects in the tangential stack is remarkable and can be directly seen in the
receiver function data. data of Figure 2 (also see the appendix). Figure 5 shows parti-

Because of the location of teleseismic source zones, the cle motion plots of the radial and tangetrtial stacks for 315

equalized radial and tangential component data were grouped and 235' back azimuths. Note that the direct P wave con-
into three back azimuth groups and stacked (see Table I for forms to nearly radial motions as expected for ideal P particle

r groupings). The stacking was done by shifting all traces to a motion but that the Ps conversion has been rotated 45' or
common time based on the P first arrival and then adding more out of the sagittal plane. It is very difficult to produce

them. Wave forms for one standard deviation about the mean such Ps arrivals from simple dipping interfaces that dip only a
at each sample potit were also computed. The resulting wave few degrees or have velocity contrasts typical of continental
form stacks are shown in Figure 3 with their standard devi- crustal models [Lanq.ston, 1977. Lee, 1983]. The implication is

ations. A comparison of stacks from the three back azimuth that there is a major discontinuity under PAS which has high

groups are shown in Figure 4. Displays of this type yield dip and/or high S wave velocity contrast.
information on the coherency of arrivals within the wave form These arrivals are also evident in long-period data. Figure 6
and of the level of processing noise [Owens, 1984]. compares observed way- forms for the November 29. 1974.

C)nl, the first 15 s of the wave forms are shown in Figure 3. event recorded on the Benioff 1-90 and Press-Ewing 30-90
[he data of Figure 2 show major arrivals in the horizontal systems at PAS. The data have been shifted to a common time
.,ave forms for at least 6) s. [his poses a dilemma for velocity base. The verti.al components, although showing some scat

models that can he considered, since it is difficult to get such tered waves in the coda. are pulselike and show one major P
arrivals from plausible plane layered models. This problem arrival. The N-S 1-90 component is dominated by the Ps con-
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Fig . See edd t nr deep earthquakes see Table ]U recorded on BniolT 1-90 instrumentator P 45 Z. N-S.

and E-W wave forms denote observed vertical, north-south, and east-west components R and T ".,,, ,urms are the result
of rotating he observed hortzontal c:omponents Ino the theoretical back azimuth of the ra', he dstance and back
aztmuth anlgle are gtven, in order, in the parentheses to the rtght of each event's date Note the tlie sc.ale Jli',erence for the
January 23. 1976. event.

version. and direct P is a minor itil arrival. The 30-90 N-S this phase is only well developed tn the 235 and 315 azmuth

record shows that the Ps conversion arrow) also dominates groups, although t may be signficant that t s poorly devel-

the long-period wave form. The Ps conversion is present on oped in the 128 azimuth group. The PKIKP phase from the

the E-W components, ut direct P. the first pule, is larger. January 23. 1976. event, however, offers some idependent

The Pa conversion is evident, having the etfect of broadening information in this regard

the initial pulse by a factor of 2 compared to the vertical Since this phase propagates nearly vertically, any Ps con-

long-period P wave, producing a shoulder on this pulse. This version from a dipping interface will be contained in the plane

comparison of data recorded on two different sesmometer of the ray and dip direction. Thus a simple plot of particle

systems demonstrates that the crustal structure responsible for moton of the Ps converson will be a direct measurement of

these scattering effects s large and that the effect s not an the dip direction Figure 7) The Ps conversion s the largest

artifact of instrument miscalibration. arrival on the N-S component and s east]) seen in the partcle

L.anqson [1977, 19791 suggests that the ,ampltude and po- moton plot. Note that it is polarized almost perfectly north-

larity behavior with azimuth of tangental Ps can constrain ward. Because Ps s the same polartt as drect radial P

the direction and magniude of interface dip. Unfortunately. €l-igure 4), t s due to converson at the boundary between
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Fig. 3. Stacks of source-equalized radial (top) and tangential ibottom) data for the three azimuthal groups considered
in the text. The average and ± I standard deviation wave forms are shown in each panel P and Ps arrvals are annotated.
(al 128 group. (bI 235 group. (c) 315' group.

deeper high velocity material under shallower lower velocity the area of about 6.3 km/s and a crustal thickness of about 31

material. Taking the negative polarity of the PKIKP phase km. It is possible that the receiver function data are sampling
into account yields a northward dip direction for the postu- a local anomaly unresolved by Hearn and Clayton's data.

lated interface. This is consistent with the tangential Ps polari- Alternatively, if the crust is 31 km thick, then the average S
ties displayed by the 235' and 315' stacks. wave velocity in the crust must be at least 4 km's. The corre-

sponding P wave velocity would be high at 6.9 km/s. assuming
DETERMINISTIC MODELING OF THE Ps CONVERSION Poisson ratios near 0.25 appropriate for crustal rocks. In

Recent efforts in modeling receiver function data have con- either the case of a slow thin crust or a thicker high-velocity

centrated on formal inversion of the data to obtain plane- crust there should be an anomalous mass excess in the crust
layered crustal and upper mantle models [e.g., Owens et al., and upper mantle column which would show up in the gravity

1987]. Characteristics of the Pasadena data set preclude this field. No such anomaly is observed [Hadlev and Kanamort.
approach. The duration and amplitude of the horizontal com- 1977].
ponent coda and large tangential amplitudes all argue against One simple solution to this problem is to accept the thick-

finding reasonable plane layered models. Figure 8 shows a ness and crustal velocities from previous studies and to infer
comparison of observed and synthetic radial component wave that a midcrustal interface causes the large Ps conversion. A
forms. The radial stack for 235' azimuth is shown below a plane layered model which shows this hypothesis is plotted in
synthetic radial seismogram computed for a crustal model Figure 9 (and Table 2) with the corresponding radial synthetic
proposed for the area by Hadley and Kanamori [1977]. The seismogram in Figure 8. Ps arrivals from the Moho are mini-

Thompson-Haskell method was used to construct the synthet- mized by making the structure approximate a smooth gradi-

ic [Ha.skell, 1962]. The crustal model is shown in Figure 9 ent in that region. The large Ps amplitudes observed require a
with parameters tabulated in Table 2. The Moho occurs at 31 high S wave velocity contrast. This, in turn. implies a velocity

km depth and produces a moderately large Ps conversion inversion in the midcrust. The synthetic seismogram shown in
w~hich arrives 4 s after direct P (shown by arrow in Figure 8). Figure 8 for this kind of low-velocity zone (LVZ) structure

I he observed Ps conversion is larger and arrives at least I s approximates the arrival time and the double-peak character

earlhcr. suggesting several other models, of the actual data.
First, if Inc P5 conversion is from the Moho. then the crust Obviously. the plane layered model does not explain the

must be at most 27 km thick if Hadley and Kanamori's veloci- anomalous particle motion of the Ps conversion A series of

ties are assumed. However. Hearn and Clayton's (1986a] study ray, theory calculations were performed to test the dipping

using Pq waves suggested average crustal P wave velocities in interlace model [I.apiqtoi., 1977]. The tangential I's data re-
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C RADIAL STACK - . S DrG5C, Sr1OCHASI1( SIRL TLMRE MODEt)I I,

P Up to this point the data have been treated Irm a deter-
* \ministic point of view The data show that tie irt ' ,onver-

sion is indeed a major wave propagation ellc i. ind it is rea-
0.. -, sonable to assume that other early arrivals %kill he due to

direct interactions with discontinuities in the structure. How-
ever, the Ps conversion is simply the first of many ,arge arriv-

0 - als in the horizontal P wave coda. Are these Iter arrivals
", -' fundamentally different from earl) arrivals.' What do these

large arrivals imply about the heterogeneity of the structure
under the station? In particular, since there is recent emphasis

-0.- - on modeling such data with formal inversion methods, can

plane layered structure mimic the coda seen in the da;,, and, if
0 5 to 5 20 so. what are the implications?

TA4GENtIAL STACK -35 DEGREES First, I make the assumption that all arrivals seen after
P direct P in the data represent waves scattered in structure near

O. 'P1 . the receiver. This assumption is probably poor for shallow
earthquake sources simply because of known propagation ef-

' 1 feces like near-source surface reflections. Deep events, how-
ever. should be less affected by near-source scattering.

, .', . .,For deep teleseisms, tangential amplitudes in the coda are

,J{....; " -•as large or larger than the vertical coaz Therefore if these
0, , " ' - . coda waves are due to scattering iP to P or S to PI in struc-

ture near the source they must finally convert to P waves to
arrive soon after the direct P at the receiver. If they are

-0.r waves. they must have azimuth anomalies greater than 45E - since they are so large on the tangential component This
, . contradicts the near-source scattering hypothesis since the0 5 -20 0 "

Fig. 3. Icontiiuedi StC EC - ; v. .:s
IS,.-

quire that the interface dip northward under the San Gabriel

Mountains. Experience with such calculations indicates that --

there can be considerable trade-off between interface dip and 1 0

velocity contrast [e.g., Langston, 19791. Waves which ap-
proach a dipping interface from the downdip direction will 235
have an effective angle of incidence which is larger than waves s5,.-.-
approaching a horizontal interface This will produce a larger
conversion. Waves approaching from the updip direction will -

tend to have lower angles of incidence with less conversion.
A number of dipping interface models ased on the Hadley

and Kanamori crustal model of Table 2 were examined. The
top of the 6.8 km.,s laver was allowed to dip up to 40 . Two . ..
rays were traced through the model. These were direct P and CD " NC5 ,
the Ps conversion from the dipping interface. It was quickly
seen that, although it may be possible to produce large Ps
conversions for rays which approach the structure from the . -

downdip direction, models with dips greater than IO- consis- - -
tently produced low-amplitude Ps conversions for rays trav-
eling from the updip direction. Indeed, for P velocity contrasts 25
of 6.2-6.8 kms and 5.0-6.8 km s lassuming a Poisson solid),
dips of 30 resulted in Ps conversions which had opposite .-- -
polarities relative to direct radial P. inconsistent with the data
(Figure 4) Thus interface dip should be of the order of 10- or
less. The S wave velocity contrast should also be greater than )O_
f kms. The calculated Ps, P ratio for updip ray incidence is
0.19 for the 50-6.8 km s interface with 10 dip. The observed. . . .......... 20
Ps P ratio for the 315 stack is 0.57 1Figurc 4). which represent . [C, 0s
waves coming updip but at an angle Irom the northward dip g 4 (omparion of the tacked radial nd tangential equalzed
direction. Calculated tangential amplitudes for the Ps conver- A.ie Iorm for the thie ha .k azimuih groups Ni,te the azimuthal
%ion are comparable to the radial inplitudes and agree with defrnidence of the P conersion on the radial componenlt the Aase

the 45 polarization anomaly seen in the dia ro hve been hifled in baseline f,'r iessini purp.,,es
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Fig. 5. Particle motion plots for the 315- and 235 equalized wave forms. The wave form data are displayed above the
radial IR or RADI, tangential (T or TANG) particle motions. Arrows are shown on the particle motion plots evCrY 0.5 s
Wave form data included within the brackets are plotted below. Maximum amplitude for each wave form is shown to
nght of the wave form. Note that the P waves in both cases are polarized in the expected ray direction but the inferred Ps
conversions have a polanzation anomaly of 45

scattered waves themselves must originate at teleseismic dis- normally distributed velocity values tj-) with zero mean and
tances from the source. The conclusion is that large horizontal unit variance was generated from a pseudo random number
coda amplitudes relative to horizontal P must be due to scat- generator. A 0 25 km sampling interval was assumed for a
tering near the receiver (see also Cessaro and Butler [1987]). layer of thickness 30 or 60 km. The velocity function was

Synthetic seismograms were computed for a series of receiv- Fourier-transformed to the wave number domain to obtain
er models with plane layered stochastic structure. The pro- tk). An exponential correlation function NI:) = e-  was as-
cedure used by Frankel and Clayton [1986] was adopted to sumed for the medium where a is the correlation length. The
generate a random velocity-depth function. A random series of wave number spectrum of N(=). 19(k) = 2a;lI + k2 a2

), was then

-0- ,70 - - . . . . . "-- - -
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40 - _ o .
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.. . .._ _ - 20 --
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fig, 6 Comparison of data from the November 29. 1974. event recorded on 30-90 (Ilong period) top) and 1-90

ontermediate period) ibottom) instrumentation at PAS The arrows vhow the Iocaiion of the Ps conversion discussed in

the text for both data sets. Note particularly the exreme amplitude of the I's conversion relative to the first P arrival on

hoth IPN and LPN components

7
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0 50 SEC source equalization section. A quick glance at these synthetics
H anti the data of Figure 2 show that synthetic coda levels are

2 significantly lower than those observed and that :hz coda at-

I IS € tenuates quickly with time

E W j/ u 4_ It might be expected that a Moho with a large ,elocity

contrast would trap more scattered energy in the crustal layer.
The middle pair of synthetics shows this case for the model

Pil used to compute the upper synthetics but assuming a half-

space P wave velocity of 8 km/s. Minor changes occur in the

I resulting synthetics. The largest change is to accentuate the

N S Moho Ps conversion by about a factor of 2 (arrowl The coda
is largely unaffected.

/ 7 Increasing layer thickness tends to increase the duration of

coda. Increasing the velocity standard deviation to 20% over

a layer 60 km thick with a mean velocity of 6 km s produces

synthetic sei-mograms which start to mimic the data (bot!om,

Figure 10). Large Ps conversions and reverberations start to

I Piattain amplitudes comparable to the direct radial P wave, and
V pgcoda duration superficially appears to agree with the observed

data.
Thus it appears that one-dimensional velccity variations in

excess of 20% over a significant thickness of the lithosphere

are needed to match the receiver data at PAS. This would

suggest that a series of layers which vary in velocitv from

'___'___about 8.4 to 3.6 km/s from the surface into the mantle over a

scale of about I km are present, which is geologically unrea-

sonable.

Alternatively, it is possible that there is significant bodyI wave to surface wac btering in near-surface layers [Dainfv

et al., 1974; Aki and Chouet, 1975; Dainty and Toksoz. 19771

This might be expected on the basis of the heterogeneous

geology alone. It is also clear that two- and three-dimensional
Fig. 7. Particle motion plot of the honzontal data for the January structures are required in the area to produce the large

23. 1976, event. Data included within the bracket are plotted below tangential particle motions observed in the data. Numencal
with arrows occurring every 0.5 s. The Ps conversion is polarized

almost perfectly northward and indicates the direction of dip of the experiments with two-dimensional elastic finite difference
causative interface. methods show that, for an equal amplitude scattered field.

velocity variations in two dimensions are about haif :h a t

needed for velocity variations in one dimentin [AfcLaughin

used to filter v(z). The filtered velocity spectrum was inverse- et al.. 1985].

transformed and scaled to a selected velocity variance and
mean. Synthetic seismograms were computed using the RADAL COMPONTS

Thompson-Haskell method [Haskell, 1962]. 0.&

Calculations were performed with a Gaussian correlation
function as well. but the exponential correlation function

proved to create more scattered arrivals since its spectrum is 06-
richer in higher wave numbers. A correlation length a of 1 km

was assumed. For 0.5-Hz waves considered in this study, the L.Z

corresponding value of k~a is approximately equal to 1, where 0.

k, is the vertical component of the wave number. S wave

velocities were derived by assuming a Poisson solid, and den- 0.L -- -

sity was held constant. Velocity parameters for the half-space

below the random crustal layer were generally set to those of 235

the lowermost crustal layer. 0 --

Two basic velocity models were considered in the one-
dimensional simulat ons. The first consisted of a hetero- 0 -- 'O------

geneous crustal layer 30 km thick with a mean velocity of 5.5 S1,ONDS
km/s and velocity standard deviation of 10'%,. The top pair of Fig (omprson of -nthetic radial dae forms for the two
wave forms in Figure 10 are typical examples of the free sur- models of Table w ih the 235 radial kaIe form stack The arrow

face displacements computed from a number of realizations of for the H-K (Hadley-Kanamort model) wav.e form shows the location

the stochastic parameters. Figure 9 shows the corresponding of the Ps conversion from the \ioho The arrow' fr the LV do.
velocity zone modell waIe form hos the location of the Pt conver-

velocity-depth functions for the lower and upper pair of syn- ion produced at the base of the crustal lo-,elocats zone The base-
thetics. The incident wave time function assumed was the time line, of the .vnthet L va'.e form% have been shifted for stewing pur-

derivative of the Gaussian function discussed above in the poses
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,AOtI- T'ANAMO WCEL LZ WCOf quently, Frankel and Wennerberg [1987] developed a simple

theory based on previous finite difference simulations to pa-
rameterize coda levels, scattering attenuation, and intrinsic at-

I - tenuatiun for two- and three-dimensional scalar wave fields.
-- The success of a number of receiver function studies in de-

- ~ -a_ -, termining plane-layered crustal and upper mantle structure

.., indicates that the scattered wave field may be thought of being
composed of a "coherent" contribution from Ps conversions

--: Who . , and reverberations from discrete interfaces and a -stochastic"

contribution from smaller-scale heterogeneities. The coherent
field can be seen over a large solid angle of ray paths. The
stochastic field changes quickly with ray parameter and ray

-*-- _____.___ azirtiuth. Examples of the stochastic field are variation i.

Vo (k,/s) ip k,/W) tangential P wave first motions over the events of the 235
stack in Figure 3b as well as coda arrivals wiih long lapse

0x VELocirf VARIATIO 207 VCELOCY VARIATION times from the first arrival. The success of any deterministic
S.. receiver function study depends critically on the coherent field

being dominant. However, the incoherent field, which is usu-
ally ignored in such studies, also contains sta:ostics, iau-

S -\ -. mation on the degree of heterogeneity in the structure which
. . . may be very useful.

.A heuristic approach will be used here to develop an oper-- - ' ational theory appropriate to the three-component receiver

2.- .data. The purpose of doing this is to empirically comparl
coda levels and decay between diflerent receivers for classifi-
cation purposes and to suggest avenue; of research that will

- - address the actual wave propagation problems. This heuristic
3- .approa.i wiil -;so be usc.d to quantify the differences oetween

Vp I p AmjsticI one-dimensional structure coda development and coda ob-
served in the data.

Fig. Q. Velocity depth functions for the Had!ey-Kanamori model A useful method ofr parameterizing the P coda can be
and the LVZ model used in constructing the synthetic seismograms of
Figure 8 Also shown are the stochastic one-dimensional models used derived following Frankel and Wennerberg [19871. They
in the calculation of the synthetics displayed in Figure 10. Note that examined scalar two-dimensional finite difference simulations
velocity and depth scales are different among the plots, and suggested that scattered energy behind a cylindrical or

spherical wave front distributes itself uniformly over the
volume behind the wave front. Aki and Chouet [1975] arrived
at the same conclusion when examining coda of regional

ENERGY FLUX MODELS FOR PLANE WAVE SCArIERING earthquakes. This simple assumption yielded useful formulae

Teleseismic P wave coda has been the subject of a number for coda level and decay in cases of strong multiple scattering
of studies [e.g., Aki, 1973; Dainty and Toksoz, 1977: McLaugh- as well as the limiting case of weak single scattering.
lin et al.. 1985; Levander and Hill, 1985; Frankel and Clayton, Consider first a source of plane waves which radiates two
1986; Cessaro and Butler. 1987]. These studies are closely re- oppositely propagating plane waves in a scattering whole
lated to general problems in coda generation due to litho-
spheric structure in local and regional data sets [e.g., Aki,
1969, 1980; Aki and Chouett, 1975; Dainty and Toksoz, 1977; TABLE 2. Plane-Layered Crustal Models
Gao et al., 1983; Richards and Menke, 1983; Gupta and Bland-
ford. 1983; Wu and Aki. 1985a. b; Cessaro and B:ler. 1987; Layer km's kms g/cmT km

Frankel and Wennerberg, 1987; Vidale and Helmberger, 1988].
A number of techniques are available to parameterize the Hadley and Kanamori Model

coda level and time decay based on the Born approximation 1 5.5 3.0 2.6 4.0

of weak single scattering or of diffusion of coda energy for 3 6.8 3.5 2.85 16.0

extreme scattering [e.g., Aki and Chouet, 1975; Aki, 1980; 4 7.8 4.5 3.1 10.0
Dainty* et al.. 1974). Recent work has concentrated on simula- 5 8.3 4.8 3.35 .

tinn studies using finite difference acoustic and elastic wave Low- Velocitv Zone Model
propagation methods [Levander and Hill. 1985; Frankel and I S.s 3.0 2.6 4.
Clayton, 1986] which implicitly include the entire scattered 2 b.2 35 2.7 6.
field. Letander and Hill [1985] examined scattering character- 3 6.5 3.75 2.7 5.

4 5.6 3 23 2.7 6.
istics of a rough boundary between a surface layer and un- 5 6.6 3 8
derlying half-space and showed that much of the scattered 6 7 2 4 16 2.9 2.
held is dominated by Rayleigh wave propagation. Frankel and 7 7.4 4.27 2.95 2.
t.,'aiton [1986] and 'c' auqhlin e" jl. [1985] examined P-SV 8 7 6 4 1n 0 5.

propagation in two-dimensional random media to examine 9 8.0 4.62 3.2 6
I0 R, 4, 3.35scattering of high-frequency if> 1 Hz) seismic waves Subse-
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2- 101,30KM

sytics are forca thlane wrae myndei aste toppair hut : fon headthron ofaliaihs seofi on-kmesioha-ic

arrow points to the Moho Ili conversion on the radial component the lower pair of synthetics we e comptcreoi ,n
laver thickness of 69 kml aierage velocity of 6 km s. and selocity standard deviation of 20 '. P. conse- r.:s, no
reverberations start to attain implitudes seen in the PAS data

space The total instantaneous energy or power E, is given byv .verc E,, is the observed direct %kase power .itt~ x - The
the sum of the direct wave power ED and the coda power E, faictor of 2 comes from the fact that ts5- plorei .sase. are

E, F, E( propagating in the medium and contibutc -, hc scattcred
Ert F.oii Plane wave propagation theory.v is used to obtain the

Specify that estimate of direct wave powker. First, consider thc integral of

E, E re i2 te square of the ground velocit41t)

where tis time. to is circular frequency, and Q, is the qualit% alPtId
factor for attenuation due to wave scattering. Substitution of
421 into (1) gives Ties r, and r. bound the dtrcct state arris al atnd. are cstt-

E, El 4~ 1 v3 Mated from the data. The direct wkasc power is therefore

Coda amplitude .4, is related to the coda power density ': d2E, xl,, OiS 19)

through the principal assumption that the coda energy distrib- Substitution of 494 into 1 and of 421 into i64 gtsc'
utes itself uniformly behind the two propagating plane waves. 12 - ~
First, we haveA (I t12i jI

- 112 -4V.A Frattk. and Ut'iinerhtro 1 .6-1 i soik. thc ettect of at-
IcnuatiOtt due to scalteritni, determines thec itlitial lesvel of the

where d is a scaling factor For P and S plane waves d = j) cd scatteredi from the direct ssas~z. out codat decay wkith time
where p) is density. If t5S is the unit plane wave area. r the io mainily controlled by the ttrstc-depettdetrt incrca~e it volume
propagation distance from source to receiver. andi !t P wave behind the wavie front. Ili this plane w~ase casc the t 2 de-
velocity, then the coda power densit Is pendlence is due to the linearly increasing %olume betweeni the

F, F F, two oppositel% propagating plane w4as cs
- - - ISi Rc'atzin (1) is useful for describina the codat for a plane

V 2r o 2xr ~wave propagating in a thick layer where coda laipse times

whicre V is volume. U~sing 13).144. and 154 we obtain wave arrive lime relative to the direct wavet are le's than the
arrival time of waves which interact with the lowecr boundary

4, Qq - I' e surface

(2flI i 2 -- 164 of the layer, assuming the observation point is at the ufc
40221 )I (i-This corresponds to lapse times of less than ; s for receivers

E, can be estimated using the observed diteci wave amplitude on i ' ical c:ontinental crust. A more approprrihie model for

and correcting it for attenuation thIriough the scattering receiver function coda is scattering in a heterogeneous layer
medium Thusoseriving a homogeneous, isotropic half-spaice In this situ-

ation a vertically propagating plane wave swAeeps through the

E, = 2E, e474 layer once on its wvay to the receiter. retlects from the free
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'face, and sweeps through yet another time on its way back As before, the total instantaneous energy available to the
to 4he half-space. Energy is scattered from the plane wave into ,5 stem can be estimated from the observed direct wave power
coda energy. ED hv

A variation of this problem was studied by Dainty et al.
[1974] and Dainty and Toksoz [1977], where they assumed Er = Eo e .201
that scattering in the layer followed solutions to the diffusion and using (9) gives
equation. Also, assuming that all energy within the layer was
scattered energy, they obtained the following analytic solution 4 ) 2 (4 

t
,  2Q2l _ e-o 2  e , 2 (21)

for the scattered energy field at the free surface mt) (assuming Note that this form for coda amplitude looks superficially
no intrinsic attenuation): the same as that in (10) except for the exponential factor of

4 oa. cos a. time in the numerator of 21Y Indeed, the time decay of he

t t 2a -4- sin 2axp 4h2  (11) coda is controlled entirely by this factor. If -' = 0 is assumed
dso that no coda energy an diffuse out of the layer, then the

where h is layer thickness and .is the vertical diffusivity of coda leel is constant for all time, consistent with the plane

energy through the boundary of the layer into the half-space. wae assumption of a packet of energy being homogencously

The coefficients a, are found as solutions of the following ,l: persed throughout the layer. Thus the decay of the coda

equation: field is funct:onally equivalent to the leading term for the
formal solution of (IlI and 113). particularly considering that

a. tan a. = 4hvjl,' (12) energy is proportional to the square of amplitude.

where v is the seismic velocity of th, half-space. Anelastic attenuation can he included in relations i10) and

The dominant term of (11) for long lapse times and a high (211 as the factor

vertical diffusion rate can be shown to be for n = 1. Thus for e 2Q'" Qe -,,

,ses wnere uirluston of scattered energy occurs quickly, coda
energy decays like "here Q , is the intrinsic attenuation of the medium The first

exponential in this factor is the correction factor to determine
rnt) x e (131 total energy from the direct wave and the second exponential

where y = ;,a, 2 4h' . This behavior can be incorporated into a gives the attenuation of coda amplitude. Note that the effect of

hybrid model containing aspects of plane wave propagation in cida energy dit'using out of the layer given in (21) is exactly
a layer with assumption of homogeneity of the scattered field the same as intrinsic attenuation. It would be expected that it

within the layer. would be %ery difficult or impossible to separate the two ef-

Consider a horizontal scattering layer of thickness h overly- fects as practice using the teleseismic coda data.
ing a homogeneous and isotropic half-space. A vertically An implicit assumption in developing (10) or 121) is that the
inoagatihomogene wan isoticdhalf-spaceow, Av er y scattered field is of the same wave type as the primary These
propagating plane wave is incident from below, passes

through the layer, reflects from the free surface, and passes equations are appropriate for. say, the scattered pressure field

back through the layer into the half-space. The total power in from an incident P wave. Even for simple one-dimensional

the system can be written as layered structures, much of the scattered field is composed of
P-to-S conversions. For two- and three-dimensional structures

ET = ED + Ec + Eo  (14) there if evidence that much of the scattered field seen at the
surfac- is composed of low group velocity surface waves

where a new term E, has been introduced to describe the [Dainty et al., 1974; Aki and Chouet. 1975; Lez'ander and Hill,
amount of instantaneous energy which diffuses out the bottom 1985]. Thus there is a procedural problem of relating observed

of the layer at the expense of the coda instantaneous energy coda wave amplitude to energy since the wave type contained
E. On the basis of the behavior of(11)above I assume that in the coda must be known beforehand. In principle, it is

dEo/dt = "/Ec  (15) possible to directly infer the energy contained in a wave field if
strain observations are avail ible. However. three-component

which by simple :ntegration yields displacement data cannot be used without assumptions on

E, = E,4e" - 1( (16) wave type.

Recognizing these limitations, equations (10) and (21) are
where it is spccified that E0 = 0 at t= 0. As before, the power used as guides to the analysis of the three-component data.
in the direct wave after interacting with the layer is These equations will be useful in parameterizing relative levels

of coda and coda decay between isolated recievers but are

clearly deficient in addressing all of the scattering mechanisms

where the factor of 2 in the exponent comes from the wave which are probably important in teleseismic coda devel-

passing twice through the layer. Obviously, (14) is appropriate opment.

for short-duration direct waves and times greater than 2t,. Some operational aspects of examining coda decay are pat-
Substituting (17) and 11 into terned after previous studies [e.g., Richards and Menke. 1983;

Frunkel and Wenncrherq, 1987]. Observed three-component

E, = E,41 - e --"".)e-  (18) data for a single event aie ".r.; narrow-band-Vass-filtered with
a Butterworth recursive filter in the forward and backward

Also. recognizing that the volume swept by the plane wave is directions. The two-pole filter used had corner frequencies of
now, Ii iS. the coda power density becomes 0.25 and I Hz so the following results are appropriate for 0.5

H, waves Once the data were filtered the intensity of the
, = i t tiS (19) direct P ave at 0 5 Hz was estimated by squaring the signal.

II
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PAS DATA WITH WHOLISPACE Os MOOEL where coda energy diffuses out of the la,-r into the half-space
governed by equation (15). The one dimensional simulations

i. tiuded no effect of anelastic attenuation
Figure 12 also shows least square, linear tits to the coda

Os=100 decay to obtain Q, and y/ in equation i21H The slope of the
log-coda curve yields y, and the tero time ntercept can be

200 . used to solve directly for Q,. The standard deviation of the
0- 300 least squares fit was also used to estimate allowable Q, vari-

6- ation by adding and subtracting the tandard deviation from
the zero intercept time to find a lower and upper bound of Q,

4 " respectively. These values are displaed in Table I Coda from
the simulations show that the dillusing layer model correctly

i predicts the form of coda decay although the model does not
_-__... ..- _ formally treat the scattering mechanism of P to S conversions

0 20 ,0 0 within the layer. The decay rate is sers sensiti-e to the "elocit,
SECONDS standard deviation, but Q, estimates are surprisingly the same,

Fig. 11. Envelope stack of the three-component data of four within the error of determination.
earthquakes (see Table I) recorded at PAS. The envelope is shifted 10
s for display purposes. Lines show predicted coda levels for assump-

tion of scattering Q, of 100, 200. 300. and 400 using the whole space another station to get an appreciation for the level of scatter-
energy flux model (equation (10). Scattenng Q, at PAS is appru.i- ing implied oy tme data. -inee deep 'enik, recordcd on the
mately 200 to 300, but the coda appears to decay slightly faster than broadband DWWSSN system at State College. Pennslvania
predicted by the model. (SCP) were analyzed in the same w%.i Event parameters can

be found in Table 4, and the data are displaxed in Figure 13

choosing t, and r, (equation (8)) from the duration of large The Benioff 1-90 and intermediate-pew d D NV'SSN systems

motions on the vertical component, and integrating over this are sufficiently similar for the purposes of thIs comparison.

time interval. The power of the direct wave was estimated particularly since the same band-pass tilter wsas used on the

using all three components of motion over the time interval data.

inferred from the vertical component. The integral of the Figure 14 compares the coda deca cure, for PAS and

squared velocity used for equations 110) or (21) was the square SCP. Structure under SCP is seen to be simpler than that at

root of the sum of the squares of the integrals from each PAS [Langston and Isaacs, 1981, Ammon. personal commun-

component of ground motion. Each component was then cation, 1988] and gives rise to lower amplitude- P5 conversions

scaled by dividing the square root of this total squared veloci- as well as coda. Coda decay for SCP is twice as fast as that

ty integral. The envelope of each component was then com- observed for PAS (Table 3). Q, is found to be lower for PAS

puted by forming the analytic signal [Farnbach, 1975] and with use of equation (21), giIng a v alue of 239 compared to

taking its modulus. The total coda time series for one event 582 for SCP.

was then found by summing the squares of the envelopes of
the three components at each time point and taking the ,00 . . ... SYNTHETiC _^', * ". - .

square root of the sum. Resulting coda envelopes for separate -

events were then averaged to obtain a better estimate of coda
level.

Figure I I shows the results of this process using four deep. -- - -- - -- - --.-

earthquakes recorded at PAS (Table 1). Deep events were '0 -

chosen to avoid contamtnation by near-source scattering ef- " "--
fects. The observed levels of coda are very high. Indeed. an . I ,
examination of the raw data (e.g.. Figure 21 shows that much 4:2
of the coda comes from the horizontal components. Theoreti- -'
cal curves computed using equation (101 are superimposed on
the coda decay curve in Figure I I and show that an apparent
scattering Q, of 200 to 300 is required. The coda time decay -
appears to be very slow and is roughly consistent with t- 1 2 to

found in this model of scattering. 0 . c,.,t.. - .
Figure 12 demonstrates, however, that the simple one-

dimensional simulations are not consistent with coda decay Fig 12 Coda cn,,elope stacks for ic ,'ne-dimensional Nimula-

following equation (10). The coda curve for the 20.' model non The '10'" envelope is the Niack .i Is ertical and radial sNn-

was constucted by stacking 10 vertical and horizontal com- thetc eismograms produced hl, nine reWj;;ajiion, o the '0-km-thick

portent realizations of models which had a velocity standard taer model iih average velociti, if k k ind 'eloct standard
deiation of I0 The 2 - " enelope is (he .tdLk 'A 20 vertical andi

deviation of 20",, and a layer thickness of -) km. T6- '10'" radial ,vnihetn,: remograms produced h, .0 realzattiots of the t0o
curve was obtained by stacking nine vertical and horizontal km thick laer model aith average 'cIoLi. of t) kin s and velout'

component realizations for models which had a velocity stan- 'Iandird devlation of 210 The siraight ;ties are leat square its of

dard deviation of 10% and a layer thickness of 30 kin. The the oda Q, ,alues are those inferred fr,'m :he let,, !pe time Pier-

.pt of (he line .ir rit
,  

(see ete il Note :h ' . -jd de.ay in the oe-
observed coda decay is linear on the !ogarithm plot and falls dimensional .imulations agree a ith the t..uiipz;im ihiit .oda energ%

off much faster than implied by 1101 The linear lill-off is hlill ,a i jsit'u-..i' .,l for leak n lii Ic til-r .u t',ida deca, i,

consistent with the scattering laver-ouver-half-space model .ontrolled entirel hs this proess in the ,,nc s.imulations

12
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TABLE 3. Q, and y Determinations for Coda Stacks

Least Squares Fit

Standard
Coda Stack Intercept Slope Deviation Q, y High Q Low Q

10' simulation -0.970 -O050 0.)79 5.4 0.229 74
20'c simulation -0.985 -0,0098 0 057 X4 0.N45 7hl 450
PAS data -0.789 -0,0047 0.075 21 0.022 337 69

SCP data -0.984 -0.0092 0.105 582 0.043 944 359

Scattenng Q determinations were found using equation (21) for a 10-km-thick scattering laver Aith
an average P velocity of 6 km/s.

DIsCUSSION reliiwng energy density to wave amplitude in equation (4).

The scattering layer-over-Jalf-space model reproduces the Even for one-dimensional structure. d depends on incidence

principal behavior of the one-dimensional st-ucture simula- .ingle and includes the free surface receiver funitions [eg.

tions (Figure 12) and is consistent with coda decay in the PAS cthlmhtrler. 1968] It is o some interest to examine the energy

and SCP data. The sirple assumptions of homogeneity of the partitioning in the coda of the imulations and. making some

coda field and diffusion of energy into the half-space seem to simple assumptions. the partitioning seen in the data

describe the basic mechanisms of coda formation and is con- As an approximation, consider the coda power being com-

sistent with previous ohservations of the behavior of data and posed olS wave Ec, and P wave E, powers

two-dimensional simulation studies. E, = E, . 122)
4ki and Chouet [1975] estimated the diffusivity of the litho-

sphere in Japan and California using a diffusion model of Also define the energy partitoning coefficient by
coda formation applied to local earthquake data. They found
high diffusion rates having the effect of homogenizing the coda F - 23)
field behind the wave front. Frankel and Wennerherq [1987] Ec,

took these ideas further by examining the coda field in finite For plane wave propagation
difference simulations and constructing a simple energy flux
theory to explain the formation of coda. Although the as- E, = 24I,124)
sumptions of homogeneous coda and diffusive energy flow
across the layer boundary are reasonable, the actual mecha-
nisms of coda formation are not directly addressed in an equa- where I, and 1, are the estimated integrals of squared velocitv
tion like 121), which leads to the problem of estimating coda for S wave and P wave motions, respectively. The S wave
energy from an unknown wave field, velocity is given by il. For one-dimensional structure models

Much of the coda in the one-dimensional simulations is a and for incident P waves of small incidence angle. S waves
product of P to S conversions and reverberations. The energy occur primarily on the horizontal component and P on the
scattered into S waves is obviously a function of ray parame- vertical. The respective wave integrals can therefore be directly
ter. As the direct wave incidence angle increases, more P to S estimated using (8) by performing the integration over the
conversions will occur. This can be verified dir:!lv by calcula- filtered and squared wave form from the end of the direct
tion but can be seen in the behavior of the conversion coef- wave arrival to some reference time in the coda. Ths was
ficient at a boundary Thus it can be expected that coda fall- done for the wave forms obtained from the 101,, and 20",
off and levels will change for waves of different incidence angle one-dimensional simulation models. Both models give similar
if one-dimensional structure is appropriate. P to S scattering results where. for the ray parameter considered (0.06 % km) in
in two-dimensional structures is more complex [Frankel and constructing the s'ynthetics. roughly 70", of the scattered
Cla.ron, 1986. WlcLauqhin et al., 1985] but appears to become energy occurs as S wave energy. iA value of 0.7 + 0.3 was
less sensitive to incidence angle. P and S to Rayleigh scatter- obtained for both simulations using the individual wave forms
Ing is pi,-ably a major component of the coda field at rela- of each model realization I (hanging the ray parameter to 004
tively low frequencies ( < 1 Hz) [Aki and Chouet, 1975]. These s km. appropriate for source distances of 85 , reduces the S
scattering mechanisms may control the coda formation in the wave energy to 50', and less for the synthetics. The free sur-
data presented here. In terms of the application of equation face effect is assumed to be the same for both P and S for
121) the problem amounts to estimating d, the scaling factor these low angics of incidence

TABLE 4. Event Parameters for State Cillcge Dati

Origin
rime. Latitudc. Longitude. Depth. Distance. Back Azimuth.

Date UT deg deg W4v km jd-g deg

Dec 2. t1991 1214.18 282S At 2W W2 'io 16f',
Aug 1. 9 

'I  
li,'3 s1 6 IS 111 "41 0 5% 114 (14

Aug 12. I9X1 5 4 1 1 (IS 111~ 21. "r) 141 X 1
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Fig. 13. Three-componet data recorded at SCP on the DWWSSN interrnedite-peniod system (Table 41 Long-penod
noise seen on some honeuntal wave forms le g. August 12. 1985) was largely removed by the band-pass filter used in thts
study

Small differences in correcting the data for wave proflaga- data, but the theorettcal treatment presented here can help
nion effects are of little consequence to this discussion since quansify both the gross characteristics of the observed data
wave types in the observed coda data are largelyr unknown. and] the justification of a particular modeling strategy.
We treat the observed data in the same way where the S and Ps-P arrival timses suggest that a major discontinuity occurs
P wave tntegrals are defined as in the midcrust under PAS. Althoutgh the polarity of radial

= + 'Cand tangential Ps is consistent with the interface dipptng
(51 northward under the San Gabriel Mountains. dtp is of the

1 order of 10 or less, and the S wave ,elocitv contrast must be
unusually large 1 .1 km s) Qualitatively, a maii-r Crustal low

where the subscripts Z. V. and f. denote the component of velocity 'zone can explain these obse .rvations, but the ex-
ro .. d mtin Asiii- only S an aepartitioning in tremely large Ps o amplitude ratios p-obably imply that other

the PAS data yields a partitioning criefictent of 1 7 0.4. a factors' are affecting the wave form such as ray focusing [Lee.
factor of 2 3 grealci than eapected compared to the one- 1983.- Lee and Lanyseon, 198 3a. h].
dimensional simulations. This result is consistent wit!s the The northward dip of the interface suggests that it is a

codabeig cmposa o lo grop vlocty srfae wves major structure associated with the southward overthrusting
scattered from incident P and S waves Instantaneous energy of the San Gabriel Mountains. If the amplitude of the conver-
will be proportional to the group velocity so that assuming a sion is due to large velocity contrasts, then a low velocit% zon~e
higher S velocity in 0251 will cause the energy to be overesti- i eurda ieutlt ie rsa ees ti neetn
mated. These observations are onsistent with observations of tontththilw eoiyzneocrJutndrtest-
the coda at arrays [.Aki 1973, -Iki and Chouiet. 1975] arid from moei zon ofte usn adma e t uersi sithe e
theoretical wave propagation calculations fe.g., Lerander and oe eo h einadm~h h esi intr
Hill, 1985]. Powell and Melizer [1 QX4] also found direct evi-
dence for a high level of scattering uinder o~uthern C'alifornia
in their study of cohcrency across the (Uiiiech41 S Gecologicil :A n AN, :As

Survey large seismic array ISCARLETI.
It thus appears that coda lesel and coda decay at PAS is

inconsistent with plausible onse dinmensional Earth models
The obser)ved data show slow coda dec ay, implying a rela- --- .-

tively long dwell time of coda energy in the crust as Wel; as
high amplitudes The high amplitudes are consistent with the ---

coda field being primarily composed of scattered sutrface -

waves. Even the coda decay' seen at SCP implies unreasonable -

one-dimensional structure, since the data imply virtually the
same attenuation anid decay as the 20 , _locity model iTable -

These aspects of the receiver function data can be routinely
quantified in other data sets ito molts ate an interpretation of .

structure under a receiver if the receiver function coda data V

show tendencies that are inc~onsisteit with simple one-
dimensional models, then inversion of sclc~tcd phases at long I ig !3 Eri~ekpe iak, , i we PAS tnd S( P Jata sho%,ng icasi

*quSire, fit, ,i a ine through .,dia - .ih lipse times greater than 10lapse times I - 10 si from the first arrisal or inversion of the , ire(oncihlcstotmenccp sa dpae Ca
entire wave form becomes SUSpect1 I his result is not Surprising etized i P jhmiii higher icei ano fall' ill more vlowl !han
when one simply looks at the anotitalies contained Within the -'rl 1 S( P
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of the decoupling zone of upper crustal and lower crustal-- actual (2 alues The comparison between the two stations
upper mantle microplates [Humphrevs, 1984; Wehh and Kana- shows that satterirg is lower in a tectoniv.ally quiescent area
mort, 1985]. Asith less .ariable geology as expected.

The high velocity mantle anomaly under the Transverse An anal.',sis of energy in the horizontal and vertical compo-
Ranges inferred from past studies may have some effect in ienits of the one-dimensional synthetics and the PAS data
perturbing the incident P wave ray path. Rays will tend to be suggests that much of the energy contained in the observed
bent toward the vertical and toward the interior of the anonia- coda is from scattered surface wases.
ly. However, the expected perturbation will only be a few
degrees. The observed scattenng effects induced by crustal het- APPi Nix
erogeneity dominate the character of the horizontal compo- Nominal instrument constants for the Benioff 1-90 system
nents of the teleseismic wave forms. are pendulum period of I s, galonometer period of 90 s.

CONCLUSIONS damping constants of1 I ft both the seismometer and gal-
,onometer. a coupling constant of 0.05. and magnification of

The receiver function data set for PAS suggests that the 3004) H. Kinamori. personal communication, 19871. 'k cali-
scattering is occurring in a highly heterogeneous crust. Broad- bration ol the svsten %kas started in 1962 but was never totally
band Benioff 1-90 data from teleseisms show anomalous completed (,ilbration of the .ertical componen showed a
tangential particle motions and a high-amplitude coda which pek i iliation (i the 10rt undercom n al s pecia

decays slowly. Initia portions of the radial and tangential ca'ion, Epeience with the system suggests that instrument

recei er functions show a coherent inferred Ps conversion
constant, are good to about 30".. Because calibration of thewhich displays a polarization anomaly of 45~ for most data. instruments can affect the results of rotation of the data and

Using the amplitude, polarity, and timing of this phase seen in the source equalization, it is of some interest to examine the
stacks of the data and from a direct observation in an incident results of errors in the instrument constants.
PKIKP phase, a high S wave velocity contrast t>1I km s) Assuuming that the receiver response is ideal and consists of
interface is inferred at approximately 20 km depth. The iter- motions confined to lie sagittai plane containing the ray.
face dips less than 10 to the north and ippears to be a major %c,:tor rotation of the horizontal displacement components to
structure associated with southward overthrusting of the San obtain radial ind tangential ground motions yields
Gabriel Mountains.

Observed coda level and decay was examined using two
methods One was direct simulation of one-dimensional sto- iNltl Rio. [ill) cos

2
I ,mi ]I

chastic structures. Plane wave synthetic seismograms were u iij = Rtip - [i.l) -- ijt)] sin 20 2

computed for random plane-layered models with an ex.
ponential correlation Function and with 10% and 200, stan- %here the subscripts R and I denote radial and tangential
dard dev:ations in velocity. The PAS data showed larger scat- motions. respectisels. and the subscripts n and t- denote north-
tering effects than the simulations, indicating that geologically south and east-Aest motions, respectively The 1) is the back
unreasonable one-dimensional models are required to explain azimuth angle to the source from the roceiser. The respective
the coda data. The one-dimensional models also are obviously instrument responses are given by itl and i~tt), and Rutl is a
deficient in explaining the degree of off-azimuth scattering common radial respo-ise for plane layered structure
seen in the data. The largest errors in rotation occur when 0 = 45 Tangen-

The other method consisted of examining coda behavior tial motion, in this case, is caused by differences in the instru-
using an energy flux model developed for a sca ar plane wave ment response of the two components. Clearly. if small differ-
incident on a scattering layer over a homogeneous half-space. ences occur in the response. then the radial motions wili be
A scattering layer model was considered since it is likely that little affected. since the net response will be the aerage of the
major velocity perturbations are largel) confined to the crust. two. lagnification errors wAill primarily show up in tht
Two fundamental assumptions were mad- to develop the tangential component. In the wort case considered hre.
model and were based on previous empirical observations of tangential motions Aill be approximately 3W.. of the radial
the behavior of earthquake coda and numerical experiments. component. if magnific;ition is onl' kno'wn to 30' , and
It was assumed that the coda held distributes itself homoge- should look identical (o the radial component in %ase shape
neously within the layer and that coda energy diffuses across The data for PAS (Figure 2) show extreme differences in wave
the layer-half-space boundary. Coda decay is seen to be con- shape betveen the horizontal components. which cannot be
trolled entirely by the diffusion constant of ener,, '.-'-v a',rss due to magni..:.-o errors
the layer boundary. Synthetic seismograms from the one- Fhe equations for electromagnetic seismographs [Itaqv,:ra.
dimensional simulations show that the simple energy lux tSS] were used to esiate the difference in instrument re-
model explains the form of coda decay. One implication of sponse, 1l i %ariation, in the instrument constants are as-

i this model is that the diffusion effect is indistinguishable from siiied 1-igure Al displis the results for amplitude spectra
anelastic attenuation Thus it is likely that teleseismic coda (hanges of 1)' in (he galsonometer period and damping and
data cannot be used tu estimate local anelastic attenuation, the eismnoreter period and damping were assurned relative to

PAS and SCP data from selected deep earthquakes were the nomi,iI response lheoretical responses were calculated in
anal,,/ed using this model and it was found that PAS had a 0he frequentc domain .rd inerse Fourier-transformaed to
I r .- attering Q, I - 239) compared to SCP t - 5M21 and that obtain ir1,pul'-. eponses I. ',itg equation IA It as a guide, the

h, ,,Ia de.aV for S( P was twice as fast as that for P-S The perturbed ie,pon,e %cre then subtracted from the nominal
,hb,'slc ,ilies olf ,attering Q, obtained with the model are r1,je uid 1i1l I ,uict-iriTn ,or1led to obtain the 1m1ph

' t01,W 1 to aSsum ptions ti the s cp. of .a e .conlia ned kioh ful . s .w fir I ist I ? h itr it e, belt)%w the iiiiir ,I 90

1h ir idc it t t , b,.i -)rseio I.,%wer h-, f, I, h r 1h p ....... - .1 ,II '. 'I0- %1 ov i w h , l tl.il " . . lie

i
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Frequncy (z) Fi. A2.Comparison ofBenioff 1-90 ihree-componcni data from

Fre~sey ~the February 1. 1971. event htop) and the December 28. 1913. event
Fig. Al. Amplitude spectra of the nominai Benioff 1-90 response (bottom. Po larities have been reversed f- the vertical iZi and east-

itop) and response differences llower curves) assuming 30,. variation west f E com pontents of the December 28. 1973. event for comparison
in damping and free periods of the seismometer and galvonometer of purposes. The vertical components are simple, showing a single in-
the system. Parameters hs. hg. Ts. and, Tg are the seisenometer damp- pulsave P wave. The arrow shows the location of the major Ps conver-
ing. galvonometer damping. seismomreter period lin seconds), and gal- sion considered in the this study, It o,.curs primarily on the N compo-
vonometer period. respectively See text for explanation. nent for the Februarv 1, 1973. eveni and on the E component for the

December 28. 1973. event. Likewise, it is not obvious on the other
respective horizontal components Iright side). showing that both hori-

differenced impulse responses. TheN can be considered numeri-_ zontal instruments respond similarly to the same 'save propagation
cal derivatives of the instrument response if divided by 0.3. effect.

A change in the galvonometer period or damping results ii,
a response 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than the nominal pontent for the February 1. 1973, event and on the east-w4est
response in the band. centered about I Hz I Figure Al1). Thus it component of the December 28, 1973, event Likewise, the
is not likely that errors in these parameters will be of any corresponding east-west and north-south components (right
consequence in the data. Changes of 30% in seismometer pair of wave forms) show% similar wave forms between events
period producets a tangential impulse response about a factor without the major arrtval. This comparison shows that both
of 4 lower than the nominal r, ponse and looks nearly identi- horizontal instruments behaved in a similar fashion for the
cal to the nominal response. A change in seismometer period same wave propagation effect.
appears as a change in magnification. The tangential wave
form would differ by only a constant compared to the radial Ackn..wh'edqrnewis This research progressed from a study of the
wave form. A change in seismometer damping, however, has same data by 3. 3. Lee lHe iv gratefully acknowledged in collecting
the greatest change in the shape of the spectrum. A 90 phase much of the PAS data and contributing as a colleague to the ..ndcr-

shift~~~~~~~~~~~~ iseieta 7wih o adlmtddt ol tanding and limitations of dynamic ray tracing to the rccilcr func-shit s vidntatI H wic. fr an-liitd ata wul tion problem. The personel at the Seismol-cic"i Laborators ait Cai-make the tangential motion appear Hilbert-transformed com- tech are also acknowledged for their help in collecting the'dat. for
pared to radial motion. Fortunately, this response is 1-2 this study. Hiroo Kanamori provided information on instrument cali-
orders of magnitude lower than the nominal response. In sum- bration and is gratefully acknowledged. Hyc-Sun Kim helped digit..-,-
mary, plausible changes in the instrument constants for the much of the data seen here and rerry Ottitaso) helped withJo

processing. f would also like to thank Chuck Ammon for do1-90 system cannot explain the anomalous particle motions the SCP wav~eforms and contributing hi, comment, vi ;he paper
seen in the data. John Louie and Roy Greenfield ilso pros id, .. i ornments and

Magnification errors cannot be discounted. However, an interesting discussions on these topic% F Ilumphreys md Peter
empirical test was made by comparing the ratto of north- Nlalin reviewed the manuscript and '. -. i numher . f useful sugges-

souh, astwes, ad vrtial mpltuds o th fist puse nons for its improvement Early tN of this Frtsearch were supportedsout, cst-est.andvericalampitues o th fist Ppule by the N4ational Science Fo' dation under grlint E4,R-Slsol71M Tl,observed in the 1-90 data with that seen in the 30-90 data. P research was also spon-;ed by the l' Ukvv danced Research Proj.
wave data for the December 28. 1973. March 23. 1974. and ecci, Agenc ihrough ihe Akir l-,rce (jeophysics Labv'rator% under
November 29, 1974. events were used. Considering that the contract Fl9628-x7-K-f521_4
passbands of the two instruments arc different, amplitude RFLt\ ( P;
ratios of the different ground motion components between U~i. K , Analy Is Of eisniv coda -if local earthq~uakes as scattered
instruments were within 20'1. of easch other, e. ~%J Gm-'phi Res . -4 ol

5-is3 iN
Finally, the data can be used in the test proposed by Long- Aki. K . Scattering of P ,iaves inder the Mlontaina I \SA J Geophi,,

sim [1979] to demonstrate the Major off-;i7imnuth arrivals Res -85. 1334 I 346. ]91)7
occur on both horizontal components for events with different Wsk. K . S-iitmg ind] ,ttienuain if hear 'sives in (he ihihosphert:

J ie,,ph i Rr, . 5'. 64q6 .65(W14 I oback azimuths. Figure A2 shows the lustl II s of the P wave -'ki. K anid B Chv'uei Origin if :,ooi waves Source. atienuatiori.
forms for the February I, 1973 and December 28. 1973. events .ind scattering effekts. J Ge.-ph. Rc. .5. 3322- 1142. 1(9'5
(also see Figure 21. Polarities ha'.e been adjusted to make the flurdick. I J . and C -\ Langston. \tlodel..g ruvtal iNtucture

wave form comparison clearer. aind the P1 waves have been thro'Ugh the use of vonice rl Ises in !he teleseismic bod, vAasr-

aligned in time. The ,arrow in the tmiddle pair of plots shows forms. B.1id .,,Ii SO 1"'. )- t,' - (,QI, Iq
( Is-aro. R K . and] R B~utler. ( )hvervati ins of iians-erve energ, for Pthe location of the iarge Ps conversion studied in the main vvives recordled on , .Ieep-ocxn Isoreriole se;snioinv'ier (ovate.]*

body of the paper. It clearly occurN ,it the north-south corn- lie iior ihwsi P..-iiv 8,.! 'iw IS,,. 4- -- 'I, 'f% Ii'
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Abstract

The codas of long-period Rayleigh waves recorded at WWSSN and

Canadian network stations in Western North America from eight

underground explosions at NTS are examined in an effort to sepa-

rate scattering and anelastic attenuation effects. Coda behavior

of 0.1 and 0.2 hz Rayleigh waves follows coda characteristics

seen in studies of short-period S waves. Coda decay rate is seen

to be a stable observation over most stations in Western North

America and is consistent with the hypothesis that backscattered

surface waves from heterogeneities contained within the western

half of the continent form the Rayleigh wave coda. The basic

data observables of coda level and decay are interpreted using

several plausible models. The single scattering model yields a

coda Q consistent with previously determined Rayleigh anelastic

attenuation coefficients. Separation of anelastic and scattering

Q is possible using an energy flux model and shows that scatter-

ing Q is one to two orders of magnituuo higher than anelastic Q.

However, an energy flux model which incorporates a layer of scat-

terers over a homogeneous halfspace shows that all Rayleigh wave

attenuation can e explained purely by scattering effects which

include Rayleigh to body wave conversion. Coda can be fit

equally well by these mutually incompatible models. It is not

likely that the mechanisms of scattering or anelastic attenuation

can be addressed by coda observations of a single homogeneous

data set.

- - - -, •
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Recent interest in characterizing lateral heterogeneity in

the lithosphere has led to increasing study of coda waves which

are a direct result of this heterogeneity. The working model

developed by Aki(1969;1973;1980a;1980b) and Aki and Chouet(1975)

that the S wave coda consists of backscattered S waves and is

characterized by a single scattering Born approximation has found

wide use in data interpretation of local seismograms (see the

review article by Herraiz and Espinosa, 1987). This simple

model explains much of the character of observed coda. What is

not so evident, however, and is a point of some controversy, is

the interpretation one makes of the coda Q, Qc, parameter.

Strictly speaking, Qc is the attenuation effect due to scattering

of the elastic wave by elastic heterogeneity. Empirically, Aki

and Chouet(1975) and Aki(1980b) have suggested that Qc is more

closely related to anelastic Q. This interpretation was quanti-

fied by Frankel and Wennerberg(1987) and Wu(1985) who developed

energy flux models which include anelasticity and multiple scat-

tering of scalar waves. In Frankel and Wennerberg's model, scat-

tering is manifest principally in coda amplitude levels while

anelasticity dominates the coda decay with time.

In this paper, a coda data set consisting of long-period

Rayleigh waves recorded within western North America is examined

using techniques normally applied to high-frequency S wave codas.

A primary motivation for this unusual approach was to examine the

stability and empirical characteristics of coda amplitude decay

of the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave for possible use in source

magnitude and yield estimates.
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Rayleigh wave periods of 20, 10 and 5 seconds are examined

over coda lapse times of 1000 seconds (from source origin time).

At these long lapse times and for Rayleigh wave group velocities

of approximately 2.5 km/sec, scattered waves comprising the coda

can originate from heterogeneities distributed over western North

America and the eastern Pacific Ocean. This data set yields

information on large scale heterogeneity in the continental

crust.

Rayleigh coda will be examined using three different coda

theories. The standard single-scattering model ot Aki(1969) will

be used to obtain Qc and to compare it with previous determina-

tions of anelastic Q made from spectral amplitude decay measure-

ments of fundamental mode Rayleigh waves in western North Amezica

(Mitchell, 1975). The separation of anelastic Q and scattering Q

will be attempted using the energy flux model of Frankel and Wen-

nerberg(1987). Their model incorporates the effects of multiple

scattering and conservation of wave energy and may represent a

more realistik wave propagation situation compared to the single-

scattering model. A third model based on the energy flux model

but incorporating the effect of surface wave-to-body wave conver-

sions from scattering in a heterogeneous layer over a homogeneous

halfspace is also used to determine if this plausible scattering

mechanism can explain the data. This last model was developed by

Langston(1988) to explain P wave coda generated by teleseismic P

waves scattering under a receiver. It was found that the three-

component coda of teleseismic receiver functions recorded at

Pasadena, California, had characteristics not explainable by the

single scattering model and was also consistent with body wave-

21
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to-surface wave conversion. The assertion is made that the reci-

procal problem of surface wave-to-body wave conversion is equally

important in the scattering of fundamental mode surface waves.

The results of this study show that it is possible to fit the

coda data equally well with each theory. The stable aspect of

the coda, coda decay with time, can be interpreted several dif-

ferent ways which may or may not include anelasticity. This

result alone has important implications in the interpretation of

coda at shorter periods. It suggests that homogeneous coda data

sets cannot be used to discriminate between coda mechanisms and,

based on the assumptions inherent in the models considered here,

that the gross distribution of scatterers is as important to coda

generation as is the density of scatterers.

Rayleigh Wave Data

Figure 1 shows the location of NTS and the station distribu-

tion used in this study. Long-period digital Rayleigh wave data

were obtained from the Center for Seismic Studies, Arlington,

Virginia, for a series of underground nuclear explosions at NTS.

The data were previously digitized at a sampling rate of I

sample/sec and were available from the Center's waveform dar.

base. Both WWSSN and Canadian network stations were used. T&ble

I lists event parameters for the underground explosions and Table

2 lists station parameters with available events recorded by each

station. Station data were chosen on the basis of good signal-

to-noise characteristics and location within western North Amer-

ica.

Figure 2 shows the long-period vertical component for the
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9/06/79 explosion recorded at COR. The raw data show a long

duration coda arriving after the Airy phase, which is the largest

arrival on the seismogram. Narrow band-pass filters of the data

at center frequencies of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 hz show the develop-

ment of coda. Three-pole, zero-phase, recursive Butterworth fil-

ters were used in all analyses of this paper. Corner frequencies

for each of the respective bandpasses were 0.04/0.0667,

0.08/0.12, and 0.167/0.25 hz.

Note that coda is best developed for the 0.2 hz bandpass in

Figure 2 and that there seems to be significant coda even for

0.05 hz Rayleigh waves. Figure 3 shows the LPZ component at LUB

with similar bandpass filtered seismograms. In this case, noise

dominates the coda for the 0.05 hz bandpass. It is also seen

that the 0.2 hz bandpass contains much more energy before the

peak of the envelope, compared to COR, which is likely to be from

body waves and higher mode surface waves. This kind of contami-

nation will affect the interpretation of coda and is discussed

below. It was found that most stations had high levels of noise

at 0.05 hz compared to coda after the vertical component Rayleigh

arrival. Thus, 0.1 and 0.2 hz waves were principally analyzed.

Scattering Theories and Data Analysis

Coda amplitude is modeled in the time domain by fitting theo-

retical curves to the bandpass filtered data traces. Assuming

that the coda is comprised of scattered Rayleigh waves, the

single scattering model of Aki(1969) is



c" e ')t /
e- C

A c(w,) 0 ---- ---- (1)

Vt

where, A c(c,t) is the envelope of coda amplitude, Qc the coda Q

parameter, a is circular frequency, and t the time from event

origin time. C is a constant which contains the source spectrum

and density of scatterers.

An energy flux model for Rayleigh wave scattering can be con-

structed following Frankel and Wennerberg(1987). Assuming radia-

tion from a point source in a scattering halfspace, Rayleigh

wave energy will propagate outward with the group velocity in an

expanding cylindrical wavefront of radius r. The total energy is

given by

ET = ED + E (2)

where ED the direct Rayleigh wa.e eergy and Ec ccda

wave energy. Following Frankel and Wennerberg's(1987) develop-

ment for a cylindrical wave, coda amplitude is given by

d v- -e
A c W -- (1 - e~ s) ~ , 'Y)v -Ut

where d is a scale factor relating Rayleigh wave energy den-

sity to amplitude, U is the group velocity, Qs is the Q of th=

scattering medium, Q, is the anelastic or intrinsic Q of the

medium, and 6z is tht average depth of Rayleigh penetration at

the cylindrical wavezront.

The total energy, ET. is found by correcting the amplitude of
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the direct Rayleigh wave for scattering and anelastic attenuation

suffered in transit. If ED' is the observed direct wave nergy,

then

ET = ED eWtd/Q s eWtd/QI (4)

The direct Rayleigh wave arrival time is td-r/U. Furthermore

dE U ID 2ir 6z (5)

where, r2
V (t) dtj (6)

t,

and v(t) is particle velocity. In practice, a choice of t1

and t2 must be made to estimate where the main Rayleigh pulse

occurs.

Using relations (4) and (5) to obtain ET and substituting

back into (3) gives

tdA ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O C W}21Dtde- s+Q eWt/O S) i e-wt/2O I .(7)A ( ,t) - e 2 i - . 7

t

The principal assumptions in this model are that scattered coda

waves are homogeneously distributed behind the Rayleigh wave

front and that there are no conversions from Rayleigh to other

wave types. The functional form of (7) allows, in principle, the

separation of Qs and QI. Frankel and Wennerberg(1987) show that

coda time decay is controlled mainly by Q, but that coda levels

25
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are weakly affected by Qs.

,,gston(iJ;0 sLudied coda contained within Llesei.mic

receiver functions for Pasadena station and concluded that yet

another mechanism could affect the level and decay of coda in

addition to scattering and anelastic attenuation. High levels

and long duration of P wave coda implied that considerable scat-

tering occurred ini the crust and lithosphere under the station.

Analysis of plane layered but random velocity structures situated

over a homogeneous halfspace showed that theoretical P coda was

strongly affected by this gross distribution of scatterers as

well as their density. Coda was seen to decay quickly with time

for models with low velocity variance compared to models with

high velocity variance. Thus, a model with a large amount of

wave scattering would give an implausible higher Q according to

the single scattering approximation. The physical mechanism

which controlled coda decay was body wave radiation into the

halfspace. A simple diffusion law for energy propagation out of

the scattering layer was sufficient to parameterize the effect

for both synthetics and data.

Numerous theoretical studies (e.g., Munasinghe and Farnell,

1973; Martel et al, 1977; Vidale and Helmberger, 1988; McLa' jdin

and Jih, 1988) and several observational studies (Key 1967;1968;

Greenfield, 1971; Aki and Chouet, 1975; Langston, 1988) have

shown that heterogeneous structure gives rise to significant body

wave-surface wave conversion and interaction. Intuitively, it is

easy to envision the situdLion where significant parts of Rayl-

eigh wave energy are converted to body waves which then radiate

away from the surface to other distances. Indeed, recent calcu-
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lations (McLaughlin and Jih, 1988) show that svth a mechanism is

very important in the attenuation of lhz Rayleigh waves. The

converted body waves which radiate away from the free surface

will take energy from the primary Rayleigh wave as well as from

the coda arriving afterwards. This raciation effect could mimic

anelasticity as seen in Langston(1988).

Following Langston(1988) an energy flux model which incorpo-

rates radiative diffusion can be constructed for a scattering

Rayleigh wave. Instead of equation (2), the total energy flux

for such a case can be written as

ET=%F9 +E +ER (8)

where the new energy term ER represents scattered energy from the

coda and the direct Rayleigh wave which diffuses into the half-

space from the layer of scatterers. Since the total energy of

the system is constant,

dEc dE, dE0
+ + U (9)

dt dt dt

Assuming that the rate of energy which leaks out of a layer

6Z in thickness is proportional to amount of coda and direct wave

energy within the layer gives

dER (Ec  - 0 ) (10)

dt

such that at t-0, ER-O. The proportionality constant is Y,

the energy diffusivity.

17
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scattering attenuation, equation (12), the radiative diffusion

effect represents one of the mechanisms inherent in producing

attenuation due to scattering. The other mechanism involves

scattering of direct wave energy into the coda field before coda

energy leaks into the halfspace. Clearly, equation (14) only
_ I _

makes physical sense when Q S ?Q Otherwise, the radiative dif-

fusion mechanism would take more energy out of the direct wave

than is available and would violate the conservation of energy

equation (8).

The observed data at each station were normalized following

(6). Figure 4 shows the computational sequence for the 9/27/78

event at ALQ. First the vertical data are bandpass filtered to

obtain a trace proportional to velocity. The trace is then

squared and integrated. Time tI was always taken as the origin

of the trace and t2 chosen as that representing the main envelope

of the filtered Rayleigh pulse. As seen in Figure 4, the error

in this estimate is of the order of 10% since the squared coda

amplitude formed a minor part of the signal in all cases. The

square root of ID was then divided into the trace point by point.

Individual coda envelopes were then computed from the normal-

ized, filtered traces by calculating the amplitude of the ana-

lytic signal (Farnbach, 1975). The envelopes were then --.eraged

together at each station to smooth fluctuations in the coda.

The logarithm of equations (1), (7) and (14) were then fit to

the logarithm of the averaged envelope data using a least-squares

algorithm. Analytic partial derivatives of log(C), Qc -1  Qs -I

QI1, and QR were determined and used to construct the normal

equations. The inversion then iterativelv solved for these atte-
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nuation coefficients except in the case of equation (1) which was

linear and with Qc -1 and log(C) obtainable in one iteration.

Inversions using equation (7) were insensitive to starting

model and uniformly converged in all cases within three iter-

ations. However, inversions for QR - and Qs -I using equation

(14) were sensitive to starting model. If the starting model was

too far from the true model (based on synthetic tests), then par-

ameter perturbations occasionaly caused QR -I to be greater than

Q-l in violation of energy conservation. A strategy was used in

which QR "I was estimated from the slope of the log coda envelope

and then a small difference in the two attenuations was assumed

for a joint inversion. Convergence in three iterations for each

case was again obtained using this strategy. Reasonably close

but different starting models had little effect on convergence.

The variances of the attenuation coefficients were found by

multiplying the variance of the data fit with the covariance mat-

rix of the least-squares system of equations (e.g., see Aki and

Richards, 1980, page 688).

The amount of coda fit with these equations varied according

to the data length of the available seismograms at each station

aDd the noise level. It was found that the signal-to-noise level

was poor for 20 sec (0.05 hz) coda waves where the noise was def-

ined as the trace before the P wave arrival (see Figure 3).

Development of coda for 0.2 and 0.1 hz Rayieigh waves appeared to

be stable approximately 100 sec after the Rayleigh arrival. The

maximum lapse time was always defined by the shortest signal

length available from the digital waveform data base.

Figure 5 displays the coda fits for 0.1 hz RaVleigh coda.
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Figure 6 shows fits for 0.2 hz coda. Since each -od- theory fit

the data equally well only the fit for the ;.ngle scattering

model is shown. Figures 7 through 11 show the inferred Q parame-

ters for each model and frequency.

Discussion

Codas for both 0 1 and 0.2 hz Rayleigh waves are seen to

decay linearly on the log-amplitude plotr of Figure 5 and 6.

Thus, these waves are similar in character to coda seen in local

seismograms (Aki, 1969; 1980a; Aki and Chouet, 1975; Rautian and

Khalturin, 1978; Rautian et al 1978). The 0.2 hz coda likely

contains scattered energy of other seismic phases such as the S

wave and higher mode Rayleigh waves. This is evident in Figure 6

where large pre-Rayleigh arrivals can be seen in data from the

more distant stations before the peak of the amplitude envelope.

This contamination is bothersome and will affect the Q determina-

tions in an unknown way. However, the linear coda decay will

simply be treated as an empirical observation. The non-unique

interpretation of its meaning will be illustrated by the three

model fits.

The single scattering model (Figure 7) yields Qc for both

frequencies that are comparable. Note the stability of the

determination for most statiens falling between 100 and 250.

This simple result quantifies the observation that the log-coda

slope appears to be approximately the same for any station in

western North America. This observation is consistent with the

interpretation that coda consists of waves scattered over the

western half of the continont. Nevertheless there may indica-
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Substitution of (10) into (9) and solving the differential

equation for ED+Ec gives

ED + EC = ET e-t (11)

since at t-0 there is no coda energy flux, Ec and the direct wave

contains all of the energy of the system. If the effect of scat-

tering attenuation is defined in the conventional way (e.g.,

Frankel and Wennerberg, 1987) as

ED = ET e-_.t/Q s (12)

and (12) is substituted into (11), the coda energy flux is given

by

E z ET [1- et( s - R) ] e t , (13)

where the "radiative Q", QR is defined by

-Y = W/QR "

Following the energy flux development above with this new

term and ignoring anelasticity gives the coda amplitude

(W, 0 20'd e td/ 2 Qs [I e-  Qst( - Q R) ] et/ 2 QR 14)
t

Comparing (14) with (7), it can be noted that the radiative

diffusion of converted Rayleigh-to-body waves in the coda mimics

the effect of anelasticity. Because of the definition used for
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tions that receiver effects are present particularly for ALQ and

SES at 0.1 hz.

Mitchell (1975) studied distance-amplitude relationships for

fundamental mode Rayleigh waves from two explosions in Colorado.

His attenuation coefficients were greater for western North Amer-

ica compared to the east. If an average group velocity of 2.88

km/sec is taken to represent both 0.1 and 0.2 hz waves and the

upper bound of Mitchell's estimates for attenuation coefficients

is used, values of about 500 and 135 are obtained for anelastic Q

measured at 0.1 and 0.2 hz, respectively. However, Hwang and

Mitchell(1987) discuss Q models for western North America based

on more recent measurements made by Chen(1985). Chen's attenua-

tion coefficients for 0.1 and 0.2 hz Rayleigh waves yield average

Q's of about 140 for both wave frequencies. These empirical val-

ues agree quite well with Qc (Figure 7) determined from Rayleigh

coda. This suggests that the same attenuation processes act on

direct Rayleigh waves as well as on scattered Rayleigh waves in

the coda. A case can be made that anelastic attenuation dom-

inates both coda and direct waves, if it can be determined that

contributions from scattering effects are small.

Separation of Qs and Q, is possible with the energy flux

model, equation (7). At 0.1 hz (Figure 8). Qs is seen to be one

to two orders of magnitude greater than QI. Values for Q, are

comparable to Qc (Figure 7) which demonstrates the sensitivity of

QI to the slope of the log-coda curve. Qs is primarily obtained

from the zero lapse time intercept in the inversion. Q. will be

sensitive to the way the direct Rayleigh wave is normalized. Any

propagation effects which affect the direct wave can bias the Qs
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estimate. Focussing or defocussing of the direct wave by multi-

pathing is a plausible and likely mechanism for variation in this

parameter with position in western North America (Frankel and

Wennerberg, 1987). Indeed, the marked low value of Q. at PNT is

consistent with observations made be Mitchell (1975) on low

amplitude Rayleigh waves observed in the Canadian Cordillera.

The difference between Qs and Q, at 0.2 hz is somewhat less

(Figure 9) than that at 0.1 hz but is still about one order of

magnitude. Lower values of Q. at 0.2 hz may imply larger scat-

tering effects for higher frequency Rayleigh waves. These

inferred values may also imply larger contributions of other

scattered waves in the Rayleigh coda. Qs will tend to decrease

if the likely contamination of body and higher mode surface waves

becomes significant. Note that Qr for 0.1 and 0.2 hz waves are

again similar.

Interpretation of the same data set with the radiative diffu-

sion model points out the non-uniqueness of coda interpretation

and the importance of scattering mechanism and scatterer distri-

bution in creating apparent anelastic effects. There is no

effect of anelasticity parameterized within the model. Consider-

ing the functional similarity of equatiors (7) and (14), it is

not surprising that the "radiative" Q, QR, is nearly the same as

Q, in all cases (Figures 10 and 11) for each station. Both QR

and Qs are measures of the scattering efficiency of the medium

but are influenced profoundly by the scatterer geometry. It is

interesting to note that in both cases (Figures 10 and 11) both Q's

are nearly the same. The interpretation could be made that the

rate of energy scattered out of the Rayleigh wave is about equal
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to the rate at which it gets radiated into the mantle as body

waves. Although coda is produced by scattering, most scattered

energy flows out of the system into the mantle.

Although most stations displayed significant noise for coda

in the 0.05 hz bandpass, signals at MSO and PNT were adequate for

inversion. Table 3 shows the inferred Q values from each type of

inversion. Q values for MSO determined from all three theories

were comparable to those found for 0.1 hz coda.

Those for PNT, however, show very anomalous behavior. The

direct Rayleigh wave at PNT was generally lower in amplitude com-

pared to other stations at similar distance and had relatively

higher coda levels. Qc, Q1, and QR all yielded very low values

near 30. Qs for the energy flux and radiative diffusion models

were also very low. This anomalous behavior can be explained if

structure near the stations or along the path serves to defocus

the direct wave arrival. Defocussing will cause a small observed

direct Rayleigh wave. Since the trace is normalized to the

inferred direct wave, coda will be artificially enhanced causing

apparent low Q's.

There have been numerous studies of coda waves (Herraiz and

Espinosa, 1987) many of which make empirical correlations of Qc

with tectonic province or other measures of anelasticity. mhere

can be no doubt that coda ultimately comes from waves scattered

from heterogeneity in the lithosphere. However, it is clear from

this study that the interpretation of coda mechanism is still pro-

blamatical and tied to theory assumptions. Observations of coda

in a homogeneous data set (e.g., S coda from shallow events or

surface waves from explosiuns) may be interpreted in several
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plausible ways. These results and those of Langston(1988) sug-

gest that experiments be designed to constrain the gross geometry

of scatterers in addition to measuring coda and direct wave decay

characteristics. It might be fruitful to base data interpreta-

tions on accurate numerical models of elastic wave scattering

where waves of differing type sample the same structure (e.g.,

Frankel and Clayton, 1986). For example, the combined observa-

tions of teleseismic body waves, local earthquake S waves, and

regional surface waves in a particular region may be incorporated

into a self-consistent structure and attenuation model. These

speculations aside, there is the need to accurately address the

wave scattering mechanisms which come to play in shaping the

seismic coda.

Conclusions

Coda for 0.1 and 0.2 hz Rayleigh waves propagating from NTS

to western North American seismic stations display exponential

decay with time in a similar fashion to short-period S wave coda

from local earthquakes. The exponential decay is similar for

most stations and implies coda Q's of 100-250 for both frequen-

cies. This behavior is consistent with coda waves being produced

from heterogeneity distributed across the western half of North

America.

Inversion of stacked coda envelopes using three fundamentally

different theories yields equally good fits to the data. If the

single scattering model is assumed, coda Q is consistent with

previously determined anelastic Q for the region. Separation of

scattering Q and anelastic Q using Frankel and Wennerberg's(1987)

15
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energy flux formalism again produces consistent anelastic Q and a

scattering Q one to two orders of magnitude larger than anelastic

Q. A third theory which incorporates the radiation of scattered

surface-to-body wave conversions into a halfspace underlying a

scattering layer can also adequately explain coda level and decay

without recourse to anelasticity.

Although coda and direct Rayleigh wave behavior is consistent

with the presence of significant anelasticity in the crust of

western North America, there is no diagnostic test that can be

made with existing theory on this homogeneous data set to discri-

minate between scattering and anelastic effects. The radiative

diffusion model constru-ted on the basis of teleseismic P wave

receiver functions and modified for the Rayleigh wave data sug-

gests that the overall geometry of scatterers within the litho-

sphere may be as important to the behavior of the coda as the scat-

terer density.
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Table I - NEIS Explosion Parameters

Index Event Date Origin Time Latitude Longitude mb

I Sandreef 11/09/77 22:00:00.1 37.07N 116.05W 5.7

2 Panir 8/31/78 14:OC:00.2 37.27 116.35 5.6

3 Rummy 9/27/78 17:20:00.0 37.07 116.01 5.7

4 Pepato 6/11/79 14:00:00.0 37.29 116.45 5.5

5 Hearts 9/06/'79 15:00:00.1 37.08 116.05 5.8

6 Sheepshead 9/26/79 15:00:00.1 37.22 116.36 5.6

7 Kash 6/12/80 17:15:00.1 37.28 116.45 5.6

8 Tafi 7/25/80 19:05:00.1 37.25 116.47 5.5
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Table 2 - Station Data and Event Distribution

Station Distance(km) Azimuth(2 ) Events

ALQ 930 104 1, 3, 4, 6

COR 980 326 1, 5, 6, 7, 8

GOL 990 72 1, 3, 4, 5, 6

JCT 1710 112 5, 6, 7

LUB 1380 104 1, 5, 6, 7, 8

MSO 1060 10 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

EDM 1770 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

PNT 1340 350 all

SES 1500 15 1, 2, 3, 8

41
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Table 3 - Inversion Results for 0.05 hz coda

Energy Flux Radiative

Saton Q0 0 1iQ

MSO 222 2577 232 213 232

(286/182)* (2878/2334) (301/189) (272/175) (300/189)

PNT 29 127 31 25 31

(30/28) (134/121) (32/30) (26/24) (32/30)

* Numbers in parentheses denote high and low values of Q based

on one standard deviation of error in the inverted attenu-

-tion.
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-Figure Captions

Figure 1: Map of western North America showing W'v]SSN and Canadian

network stations used for the study of Ravleigh coda from

nine underground nuclear explosions at NTS. Also shown are

the great circle paths between NTS and the stations.

Figure 2: Long-period vertical component at COR (Corvallis, Ore-

gon) showing the fundamental mode Ravleigh wave and coda for

the 9/06/79 explosion. Below the top data trace are three

different bandpass filtered traces showing the development of

coda zt f-equencies of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 hz Amplitudes for

the filtered traces have been normalized according to the

procedure discussed in the text.

Figure 3: Long-period vertical component at LUB (Lubbock, Texas)

for the 9/26/79 explosion. Same scheme as Figure 2. Note

the large amount of energy occurring before the peak of the

0.2 hz bandpass. These arrivals are associated with the

shear wave and higher mode surface waves and likely contrib-

ute to the coda.

Figure 4: Example of the computational steps involved in normal-

izing each data trace. The top trace shows the long-period

vertical component recorded at ALQ (Albuquerque, NM) for the

9/27/78 explosion. The data are bandpass filtered, squared,

and then integrated. ID is chosen from the integrated trace

based on the duration of the fundamental mode wave packet

seen in the squared trace. The arrow shows the pick of t2

for equation (6). The error in normalization is less than

10% for all cases since the coda is much smaller than the

peak amplitude of the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave.
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Figure 5: Stacked coda envelopes (0.1 hz) for each station with

the fit for the single scattering approximation model. Coda

envelopes were shifted in amplitude in each graph by a factor

of 10 for plotting purposes. Stations have been grouped by

distance (see -able 2). The peak in each envelope corre-

sponds to the direct Rayleigh arrival. Note that the enve-

lope slopes are comparable for all stations.

Figure 6: Stacked coda envelopes (0.2 hz) with coda fits. Same

scheme as Figure 5.

Figure 7: Inferred Qc values for the single scattering model.

Error bars show one standard deviation in the parameter esti-

mate from the inversion algorithm. Triangles are for 0.1 hz

coda. Circles are for 0.2 hz coda. Note the clustering of Qc

values between 100 and 200.

Figure 8: Q, and Qs determinations for 0.1 hz coda using the

energy flux model, equation (7). Note the change in scale

foL Qs. Scattering Q's are one to two orders of magnitude

greater than anelastic Q's. Anelastic Q clusters around 100.

Figure 9: Q, and Qs determinations for 0.2 hz coda for the energy

flux model. Results are similar to those at 0.1 hz.

Figure 10: Scattering Q, Qs, and "radiative" Q, (-R, for J. h

coda inferred using equation (14). In this case, radiative

diffusion of Rayleigh-to-body wave conversions out of the

crustal waveguide mimics the effect of anelasticity.

Figure 11: Radiative diffusion mode' results for 0.2 hz coda.

Same scheme as Figir- 10. Note that Q. and QR are nearly the

same for all cases.
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ABSTRACT

P,, wa\veforms from two moderate-sized earthquakes in Zambia are used to

determine an upper mantle P-wave velocity model for southern Africa. The events

are: 5/15/68, mb= 5 .7 , depth=28 kin; and 12/2/68. rr,,- 5.9, depth=6 km. Focal param-

eters for these events aire constrained by previous Aor.ers frorm tuleseismc. body

wave inversion. SvntheLic seismograins are eenera:-d for various mantle velocity

models using a wavenumber integration method until an acceptable fit to the data is

obtained. Quality of fit is measured primarily by the , 'PL amplitude ratio. Source-

station geometryv also allows for the independent sampling of the upper mantle

beneath the Kapvaal-Rhodesian craton and the mobile belt provinces. Synthetics from

a three-layer crust over hr,',space mantle model do not show prominent precursor

arrivals seen in the data; these are interpreted to be P-waves tumning in the upper

mantle. The synthetics also give a too low P,/PL amplitude ratio. Synthetic. for

models with a mantle P-wave velocity gradient of 0.00(333/sec fit the cratonic path

data very well. Since there is no indication of interaction with a low-velocity zone,

tVs -ives a minimum lithospheric thickness of 120 km. A slightly lower gadient is

indicated for the mobile belt regions, with a minimum lithospheric thickness of 140

km. Though the data set is small, there is no evidence for a major low velocity zone

beneath either province. Different veiocity ,.radienis between the two provinces

implies different temperature structure, whica supporis the hypothesis that a deep,

cool lithospheric root exists beneath the Kapvaal-Rh(odesian cratoM.
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INTRODUCTION

Determining seismic velocities in the uppermost mantle beneath southern Africa

is important for constraining thermal, petrologic, and tectonic models of this region.

Data from other areas indicate that upper mantle P-wave velocities and structure

correlate with surface tectonic provinces and heat flow anomalies. For example.

beneath stable shield regions, the upper mantle low-velocity zone (LVZ) is absent or

weak, and P-wave velocity usually increases with depth (Br:ne and Dorman, 1963).

The upper mantle in younger, active tectonic regions, like western North America,

consists of a relatively thin "lid" (=60 km thick) with a negative gradient or constant

vdocity, overlying a pronounced LVZ (Helmberger, 1972; Burdick and Helmberger,

1978). These variations arise from thermal effects related to the age of the most

recent tectonism in the region, as well as lateral compositional heterogeneities in the

upper mantle. Thus, data on upper mantle velocity structure yields information on

thermal and petrologic properties and the depth extent of past tectonic events (Bott,

1982).

Efforts to determine the upper mantle and crustal structure in Africa have cor-

centrated mainly on the Fast African rift. By comparison, work in southK.n Afr-ica

has been limited. Early studies, such as those done by Gane, et al. (1956), Hales and

Sacks (1959), and Willmore. et al. (1952) examined crustal structure in the Transvaal

using refraction expeniments, but such attempts were generally limited to determining

average crustal properties.

Stud .ies o',r struicture have been performed using long-path surfa-.: v,'ave



dispersion. Gumper and Pomeroy (1970) determined phase and group velocities over

the length of the rift valley and central southern Africa. Though their study provides

a useful crustal model for our synthetic computations, the upper mantle velocities are

more representative of the rift system, or at best, an average between rif'ted and more

stable regions. Bloch. et al. (1969) studied multi-mode suriace wave dispersion in

the same region of southern Africa examined in this study. Although his method is

most sensitive to the shear wave velocity structure, % c can compare our P-wave velo-

city model with their model.

Green '1978) determined an upper mantle P-wave velocity model for eastern

and southern Africa by inverting P-wave travel times. H-owever. the upper 250 km

of his model is more representative of eastern Africa and the rift zone, because of the

source-station distribution used. Only velocities below this depth can be compared

with those from this study. Thus, little work has been done to directly determine the

P-wave velocity stuctu:e above 250 km depth in southern Africa.

Several moderate sized eantquakes have occurred on the African continent

since the initiation of the WWSSN network (Fairhead and Girdler, 1971). The objec-

tive of this study was to use some of these earthquakes to directly determine mantle

P-wave velocity structure. We modeled P, waves from two of these events located

in Zambia, and recorded at southern African stations. Source parameters for these

events have been well constrained by previous workers (Fairhead and Girdler, 1971;

WaLr-er. 1986). so we can utilize the regional seismogams to obtain earth structure.

Synthetics are caiculated for various upper riantle models using a wavenumber

;;t,.;,,, : -iyl 'In' d compared to data to determine t npi mantle P-wave



velocity regime. Results are then compared with other models derived from different

methods. We also examine the bearing that our derived velocity model has on the

thermal state of the upper mantle in southern Africa.

GEOLOGY AND TECTONICS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA

Modern tectonism in Africa is confined mainly to the East African rift zone. Our

study region lies south of this zone, though several lines of evidence indicate that the

rifting is pronagating southwestwards. Figure 1 is a geologic map of the study area,

showing the mapped crustal provinces and their ages. The eastern portion of the area

is dominated by the Precambrian Rhodesian and Kapvaal -ratons, dated at greater

than 2.7 Ga. separated by the slightly younger Limpopo mobile belt. These are

thought to have acted as a tectonically undisturbed unit since the Ar"'-an. Sa round-

ing this assemblage are the mostly younger platform sedimentary rocks of the mobile

belts such as the Damara. Zambezi, Irumide, and Gariep belts. Kroner (1977) gives a

thorough description of these African crustal provinces.

Several geophysical phenomena, generally regarded as evidence of rift propaga-

ion southwestwards, are notable in the region just north of our study area. C' .,;man

and Pollack (1977) reported an anomalously high heat flow in westc,.n Zambia. Heat

productioni measurements in the region indicate that near surface radioactivity can

account for only half of the observed anomaly. They suggest that the excess heat

comes from the asthenosphere, and that the lithosphere has been thinned to less than

60 km. Girdler (1975) desertbed an extensive negative Bouguer ano-,naly over

Africa. While most of the inumalv can be co:Telated with surface expressions of the
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rift, an arm running east-west through northern Zambia and Angola can not. They

attribute this to thinned lithosphere, with upwelling of hot, low density asthenosphere.

de Beer, et al. (1975), noted an electrical conductivity anomaly in northern Botswana

and Namibia, which they attribute to a highly fractured, conductive crust associated

with incipient rifting, since part of the anomaly is continuous with surface expres-

sions of the rift. In Botswana. Reeves and Hutchins (1975) detected a linear seisrii-

city zone trending NE-SW. All these observations suggest instabilities in the litho-

sphere associated with rift propagation southwestwards.

Because of the lack of similar large-scale phenomena. thermal effects related to

incipient rifting probably have little influence on mantle structure in southern Africa.

However, one interesting observation In southern Africa, unrelated to riftin;, fu her

motivates this study. In addition to determining the upper mantle P-wave velocity

structure, we hoped to detect possible differences in upper mantle structure beneath

the cratons and mobile belts. This idea comes from a paper by Ballard and Pollack

(1987), who described a difference in observed heat flow between the cratonic and

mobile belt provinces. They cite reasons for this as: 1) differences in crustal heat pro-

duction between the t,,,o provinces, and 2) diversion of heat into the mobile l.s by

a deep, cool lithospheric root beneath the craton. Their models indic,,e that a least

50% or the difference may be attnbutable to diversion of heat, with the root extend-

ing from 200 km :o 400 km epth.

Such a deep, cool root may have a velocity structure different from that of the

surrounding hotter sub-mobile ba!t mantle, and this mav be detectable in seismic

data. Pressure effects and w. ,sition bcing equal between the two regions,



velocities in the hotter upper mantle should be lower than in the ccoler lithospheric

root (Bott. 1982). For a homogeneous upper mantle, a temperature gradient of more

than 8 to 9 K/km would offset the pressure effect, causing P-wave velocities to

decrease (Anderson and Sammis, 1970). Thus, the velocity gradierl" determination

can help constrain the mantle temperature gradient. Fortunately, the events and ,,a-

tions used in this study are well situated to address t['is clucstion. A glance at Figure

2 shows that raypaths from the two Zambia events cros.; either mostly cratonic or

mostly mobile belt provinces, allowing for independent sampling of the two regions.

So our results could corroborate the deep cratonic root hypothesis.

DATA AND ANALYSIS METHOD

The objective of this study was to determine an upper mantle P-wave velocity

structure for southern Africa. Our approach was to forward model regional P,',

wavefomis recorded at several stations from two moderate-sized earthquakes in Zam-

bia. Figure 2 shows the locations of the events, stations, and raypaths. The effects of

lateral crustal heterogeneities on the PL waveform were ignored; these would cause

focusing and defocusing, as well as scattering, of PL energy. Forward modeling of

body waves has not previously been applied in this region. The advantage is that this

technique samples upper mantle properties on a finer scale than surface wave

methods.
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TABLE I: Event Parameters

Event Date Strike Dip Rake mh M (XI )24dvie-crn) Depth (km

1 5/15/68 490 40' SE 2630 5.7 3.32 28

2 12/2/68 200 400 SE 2650 5.9 4..38 6

Table I summarizes the sourcr parameters for the two events used. as deter-

mined by Wagrer (1986) from moment tensor inversion. Event I occurred in western

Zambia on May 15, 1968. Inversion gave a nearly pure, hih-angle normal fault

mechanism at 28 km depth, with a large (17%) CLVD component. and a 5 sec

source time function. A large earthquake this deep implies a high strain rate at depth

lending support to the rift propagation hypothesis. Event 2 occurred 350 km

northwest of Event 1. inversion yielded a nearly pure normal mechanism, with

small CLVD component and 7 ec time function, at a depth of 6 km. All four sta-

tions (PRE, BUL, WIN, SDB) contributed data for Event 1, while only BUL and

WIN provided data for Event 2.

A P,,, wave is defined as the long-period waveform recorded at regional dis-

tances (<1700 km or 15') from crustal earthquakes, though it has been observed out

to Z-' in soane regiuns. it includes the initial P pulse and lasts until the shear wave

arrival time. P, has been studied by Wallace (1983), Shaw and Orcutt (1984), and

Helmberger and Engen (1980). Figure 3 shows a sample P,, waveform from an

earthquake -n Zambia (this study). The name Pj, as coined by' Helmberger and

Engen (1980), implies that the waveform is a combination of two wave phenomena:

a partially trapped crustal wavetrain (PL), and upper mantle phases (P,).

7I



-The P,~ portion of the .kave0form (not to be confused wvIth the rmontic heid .k

phase P,,) arrives first, and consists of P-wave interactions w.ith the, uppermost riooa-

tie, such as :he sim.I.la r nrned mootle heqd wave, and upper m!-:n!c turnin2, W"1111

phases such as P, pP, and sP (if these phases exist). F(,: a plane layered ear-th, these(

phases travel %kith hor-zoutal phase velocities great er thani o- ctona! to the -, roct

it the top of t,,z mantle. In Figure 3, the First three. iTTpulsive a:TiVuISopntTw

constitute P, ThuIs, becau1Se it, IS compose d of P-waves that sampie mie uppermos)t

mantle. this portion of P,., is ne most mportant for hssuy

PL is the long-period wxavetriin that follow<. P, in Fienre~ 1. It Was firs-

identified by Somivilie ( :93), and has sirc btcen sto c i- bynucosv

(Oliver and ,,aior, 1960, Oh\- e7, 1 -)04 1 he 11! 2 Hemerer_-L, and tEn

1980: Wallace, 1983. Shaw ind Orrcutt. 19 4). 1: pmo' l~ isv'vtu:e

SV revrerberations In tht C.ist, leaklnc, SV encrLv: irito he .antie, -:heno, -'enon

term,-ed 'eivmode' i''i-. ec xn!'init 'A PL L--, atnuoaeS :amrowv

distance. The~se reverb5 uocii have ray paLrmeterr -' '-" ar tne P-'A ave iflS

of the uppermost rmintle :ric motion for the PL- wave i r~aeer~: "''

I n, that it is m~ vs erct.: rcy~ ~~otci:,;~~

7c'-anL'- tit Cr.e I~' .

Tr-,ei to*om''(17' o-

tT".7,
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cases, the tangential motion mas negligible, implying that little mlipiicec:

wa. present.

1,generate synthetic scismoerams we used thle wavenuniher iniceraion raountc

from Bar~ r (1980h IM Thimetod stems from the solut.ion in cylindricail coae

of the Fouriei transformccd (fllliolt) % ave ertuation. Thec freduency domai n ala-

tions for thle P-, - an,! SiI~. potentials arc-

VA N 0) Ojz;kon J, (kr dk

;7trbU::wo V 4() f j Q1:AkW J, Qr) Ak

in which the azimnuthalv cde7pendenit ter-ms "-10) are theo horizontal source radiition

pattern, J, (L-) is ieBcs~cl f-- _ :inn of order- i , k is the waivenumnber (= ('*C (,, .s

angular frequency, - is hori.zorial phae Ve!06d L, d A r ,0w) are the cy'~ndr-ical co-

ciinates. Notice that s,.ice th,, integrmion is over real v venumb,, , his method x;-

theormktally proce a wompimt sy theic: SeiSm'ogrm. Ir. 7rae~ce. ho". er. the

inreeration is truncatcY. n) Out the rnni respons>e includes ow, waves over a

11 f: ctia,. dc"'AKr utacrions 0 .vy , rind X, in t i ngrar> x.e compate

wigthe Thor n i<> 2 prsrkcu merm-ix metho!d (Thomsnn '5 :

PH;3 for a lycr2si;=1: 77: A p t 'w~v',t, sour'. a~: iriaa 5% n- o



displaceme nt- stress discontinuities at the source decptjh .Alo include:d "s the delita

matrix formulation of Duncan (196) and Throwver (1065) to a\'(d p'recision errors

when subtracting exponentially arowine terms fur the P-SV, ,ctse. FrcejLuenV1I'

vIdependent attenuation (Q-1) is included by assuflwi<cot-t' lav'er velocitiecs.

T'he integration over w.avenumber is potrformed, AI .. sel 1 ( 171,% where i

ccatcpolynomial is fit to the integTrand, and the i t u ,::nP.i or-meanl t

ev)%er that Polynomial- Inclusion of com)rplex elcts loA for intec-ration over real

waverumb-.r, since this m oves the Ra%-Ilih poles off th-e rteal wavenumbecr ax..". Th-i'e

samplina can be coarse wvhere the integrand vess 1(owiv, aind finer where it vanecs

rapi v

Finally, the frequency domain Green's functions for the pr-incipal dislocation

.,ources are obtained. These are Olen muitiplied wt heurc spectr, a \WNSSN

I *-erod instrumenrt response, combined to vield a pectrum.l andines

Fourier traisfotrned into the time domain.

STRUCTURE MODELING

All models for which synthetics were calcu--ilated had the same crusti1 parame-

ters. but different mantle L-tucturc. For ' almodel wve c:hosc model C3 from

Pavijo (1981), which is a modified version of the Gumeeru and Pointrov (197O') cru-

stLal model Parameters of this erust arc snwtin Ta-,,,1eN I) f sm e' o

source paramezers of African 1aruuks. 6Y& ue a -'1!:1 "Or of "'his

m-ode'. His source Cr'uistL thic'Kness -wa, 360 km '- te PX(l 1-" -S M ifts tud';.

elvess zhan our --n Y hick c:-ust. For attenu,:)atior, Q1. ;I,:rr.~' a QY of



1000 and 5(00, respectively. wcire assigned to the crust.

TABILE il: Crust.,il Model

(x (km/rsee) p~ pk/s'I-) f) OP QS Tbucknes, (km
5.90 2.7 1000 500 0
6.15 3.5 5 180 1000 500 11.0
6.60 3.72 2. S5 1000 500 20(.0(

The first model for Ahic:h syntlelcs were calculated Is called LI-O 1. It has a

half-space mantle with a constant P .auve vcioct'y of 8.10 Km/scC. and a mantle sihear

wave and density Tructure tknfrom 13loc:h. et al. (1969). Representative values for

Q P and QS of 500 and 200, respee? \ev, wxere aISSIuned TO th. upper Mantle. BfcaIuse

of the lack of anv' mantle veioc-I-ty L d et he P, portion of P,, will contata only

head wave phases;- i.e., waves wiheratalong the Moho. In all sut-seqiCant data

and svnith etic comparison figuires. th z data Is the thinner trace, the station. name.

azimuth, and distance arc ewe;;n, and absolute amnplitu.des arc shown in rnicrons (&daa

is the upper numher). Both synithetics and data have been low-pass filtered using a

Butterworth filter and coarn-; f--cuuemnv of 0.8 hz.

Of prirmai' imporln-(- nomun the s-Vnrhettcs and data is ther

apitude-; of the P, -,n'. PL O iii the wvaveformrs, which wve i-eprese-,- ais the

ratio of the amnplitude of th- l a" u-vtl at 30) sec (referred to as PA inThe us

to the amnplitudec of L'Ia- P o - 11:i,, ns. Thi 'uis rcfcre to a2 P- hA TL

ratio. For a constant \ ',, ', ' nrtic P, ., PL ratio in the s-ynthetics ;s a

mrinimumn, since on;,, n h*ai- \ Icrsrhases contrioute t o P z.A h P, A P L



ratio will increase for models with a positive mantle grad, nt. because turning wave

energy will coiitributc to P,A. Hence, the P,,A 'PL ratio is a meastre of the upper

mantle influence on P_/ without recourse to .J.olute amplitudes.

Figure 4 shows the vertical data and synthetics for Event 1 and modc LH)0 .

All waveforms have been aligned on the PA arrival 1: 30 sec. Data from BUL has

,ong-period noise, so PA PL amplitude ratio ma, he i:accurane. From calculations

using generalized ray theor', the first arrival in these s;rithc:s is the mantle head

wave (P, ), and the second arrival (PA ) is compnsed of similar head waves from

depth phases like pPm and sPmP. Notice that, parzicu!,lriv at BUL and PRE, the

PA PL ratio is underestimated in the synthetics. At WIN the mistit is not as great,

but still obvious. The synthetic and data PAiPL ratio at SDB are very similar, in

contrast to the other data. Based on the nature of P,.A, these misftr (except for

SDB) indicate that ther:- is mantle turning wave energ, in the data, which is noz

included in the synthetics.

Also observe that the synthetics do not show either of the dilatational precursor

arrivals seen at PRE (arrowed in Figs. 4 ana 5). Furthermore, the synthetic PA -PL

time is too smali (i.e., P,A arrives iaC), indicthnetihat overall mantle velocities are

too low. A positive velocity gradient could increase the PA PL ratio by including

turning wave energy in the synthetics, as well as producing discrete arrivals. Based

on these criteria, we believe that a model -,with a positive mantle P-wave velocity gra-

dien is required.

Figure 5 shows the radial components for Event i and rziodei L101. P,A iPL

7;
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ratios for BUL and PRE are unreliable because of the long-period noise. Therefore.

one can not safely say that the svnthetic PA /PL ratio at these stations is too sma!',.

This is clearly the case at WIN and SDB, though. Furthermore, the precursor pha"cs

at PRE are missing in the synthetics. Thus, we arrive at the same conclusion as for

the vertical components: neithe: the I'AIPL ratios nor the precursor phases at PRE

can be modeled with a constant velocity mantle. This can only be accomplished bv

incorporating a positive mantle velocity gradient in the model.

In subsetquent comparison figures, the radial components will not be discussec :.

detail, because the P, data behave as expected for P-SV wavefoirms. In general, P,

phases are larger on the ,ertilal than on the radial, and the reverse is true for the

early part of the PL wave (composed of shallowly incident energy).

However, the SDB data presents an anomalu-s PA /PL ratio on the radial com-

ponent. Here, P,,A is muich larger than PL, while the vertical P,,4 is much smaller

than PL, a relation not seen in the other data. Because of the low si-nal-to-noise -

and lack of calibration pulses on the original seismogram, we consider the SDB

P,A iPL ratio unreliable. However. P,, will be useful later when comparing synthet-

ics from different .anti gradient models.

Shown in Figure 6 ai' synthetics from model LHO and data ior Ever: 2. Radial

components are not availale for RL due to horizontal insMUment rlf:inrion. As

in the E% cnu 1 compani, ws, we .e that the synthetic P,,AIPL ratio i> uneres-

timated at UL and WIN. "tlie first arrival at VrIN is much smaller than that seun in

the darn. and the :nterference betwkeen the first two arrivals in the data (arrov ed in
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Fig. 6) is not modeled. At I3UL. notice that the first arrival (compressllcnal. iz7(c,'

in Fig. 6) is missing in the syithctics, just as the precursor phases at PRE for Ev cn,.

were missing, and we siMilari nfe this to he a turning P-w!Ive. We aicalin afCr O

a mantle gradient model wouIld correct these misfits.

Ficgure 7 shows such a model. called SACNIO4 (andl a higcher zr.udie!nt nwlo' .

SACMO5, to be discussed lte7r The crustal parameters are the same as :~

LHOI; the mantle now hna-, an ar Ibitrarily chosen linear P-wvave velocity cn~c of

0.00333/sec. with a Moho,,r \C!ucitv of 8.10 km/sec. and a QP and QS u,,.r~ For

the synthetic computations. IiS gradie at was approximated; by, 10 k' ik a

each with a velocity In :rca-c cft 0.0351 kmi/sec. The nnant e density and . ~o

city are the same as flosc in LH-I , and 1"' is Insensitive to the mnl na co

city. Shaw and Orcutz (1984), in a detailed anailysis of PL propagcation

showe~d that PL is inesov antle stutuue. Thlus, P,~ (or 1',A ) ca:- ' i ,u c.

estimate !he irradient wacnitude. Finafll. the earth flattteninz ransformianr- uIS'ed

Helmnberger (1973) wvas applie-d to the entire model.

The number of lavers needJed in the wavenumber Integration to aeuti

model tiinie waves was found from direct P-wvave bottoming dopths W.

station from ray parimetei-dIsa'i 1crCrvs Such curves werede, ic>cb

events, and the curve for 'Event I is shown in Figure 8. For any station csaae u

rav's so mness is the rc:iproca of the %clxocitv at its bottoming depth. 17o, x:pe

at '350 krn, the distance of SDB. slowness is 0.10'26 sec/km, this i, e vtIoci":v

of 8.72 kmn/s'ec, apdreernc to SACN104 zive-s a bottomning depth of I r!C0 kmi fo'r P.

Thus, if S %CMCJ4 w :Vci byrn~odc' for SDB, it would be represenitative of the
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Figure 7. Models SACM04 and SACM05, for al sphcricall stratified earth. SACM(W.,
has a mantle P-wave velocity grdeto .03sc ACM05 hus a grac;ent of
0.006661sec, represented by 10 km thick layers. Cnistai -parameters are taken fromn
model C3I of Paviin (9),and are a rn odirscation of those fiom Gumper and
Pomerov (1970). Mantle shear velocity sz-UCLUr ' and densitv arc. taken from Bloch, et
al. (1969).
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Filgurc S. Ray paramciu., v' 'meCllrNeS for the dilliitct mant'e P-vev fo,

Event i and SAC\O4 ad S ;m ihece are used to determine \'bottomw.nc

depths, as expl) Lned In thu icxt Nw~ e that for a ci\Cl diane from thle SOL-u:e the:

ray parameter tor P) is )m,11cr \CI5than for SAC.M04. Henc,:e F botton~s

deeper in theic llherc for-~nm~t I a jiv. n staticor;,



averne e stutoire down to 160 kmn de-pth. If there: is noe.~n"in the dlata of,

interaction with an LVZ. This also constrains the iiu 1 veictiknt

assuming that an LVZ mnarks the base of' th' Kospee

The vertical synthetics and daafrSCT~'fl;vts1 are >ix L) i -C.or

~.Rea : r temn tle Lrautient snow uCcaus t-heQ P,.- rati 7"to.1 k tncrea1, \evcn

B U ha inresed owl v so', ;, t I' T Iss~to is too cv ccaea onv

-ree effect, and the data P,.A amnplitude ax be PCincee Nv lo-freuue1nCv\ e

At "RE. the fir-st precursor phase is cleairly visil',e i h stuotettu s. its prTv ann

aimpi1kutc betne1 equixalenit to that In tlhe dta Thi cutI httetrtpeusri

the data is the direct mant P-wave because it is the: First rivl and its, polarit andti

ampliruue are eonsistent with that of a sun miei -wx x' hatk-f ngie ( from

ray parameter-distance con-es) in the dilatational adram-X' Of tefclsp)here. Based

on toax'el-timres. the energy primrarily responstble for boosting P,. ~I' is . Doe TO its

small free surface redeezi-,on coefficient for this slowness (=10.1., and near-nodalinia

ampliude, pp is not seen, and so we are left, without an expianation for the te- ond

prerorsor phase. Explan-ations for this paewill be dliscu,:sed later. How, ever, we

still conclude fromn the PR-E data that S.AG\M0 iI s a bteesnteof the mnl

struct-ure- beneath the c-ratoni thani is L-110i

At WIN in Piwa,,re 9, notice that the nxathec-:- P1, I1FL- raiot1, vrsttnt0t

The svnthedei mnantle P-wave ( at I S see at 3DB :, much , arcer tha that ta

which is near noise level1. Totr ether these imrfv' :hr.: moe urin wve enerey is

pres,1ent i-i the svrthehes than is ac-,uaov i 1:t dat Ja. Thaw Jue rom the ,'enical
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Fizure 9. Vertical comnponent data and synthetics for SACMO4 and Event 1. PRE
synthetics now contain the first precursor arrival-- the direct mantle P-wave. The
se .,nd precursor arrival cannot be modeled. Synthetic P,,A/PL ratio at BUL is t(,,
small-, th.A at PRE is n~rvcorreczt: at WIN. it is too large. This implies that tae.t
SACM04 graci.enrt is too high to represent the moniie be:upper mantle, whiie
approximately correct, i1f no iow, fo- the cratonic upper mantle.
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components, the gradient in SACM04 is too high, although, as seen from the discus-

sion for LH1O synthetics for WIN, a small gradient is required to model data from

the mobile belt regions. Recall that paths to WIN and SDB lie along the mobile belts.

Radial components for SACM04 and Event 1 are given in Figure 10. The first

precursor phase in the PRE data is clearly present in the synthetic, as it was on the

vertical component, but the second precursor phase remains missing. At WIN the

synthetic PA /PL ratio is slightly overestimated. The initial P-wave arrival at SDB,

predicted by the synthetics, is either not in the data, or too near noise level. These

observations reiterate the conclusions drawn from the vertical components.

Figure II displays the vertical data and synthetics for model SACM04 and

Event 2. Clearly, the fit has been improved using the gradient model. The shoulder

produced by the interference between the first two arrivals at WIN (P and sP) is

reproduced. We also notice that the synthetic P,,A IPL ratio at both BUL and WIN

has increased, though by too much at WIN and not enough at BUL. This indicates

that SACM04 overestimates the actual gradient sampled by the WIN data, and

underestimates that sampled by the BUL data.

The BUL synthetic predicts a dilatational first arrival (arrowed in Fig. 11),

representing the mantle P-wave. This polarity is consistent with the take-off angle of

P from the focal sphere in the model. Therefore, the precursor phase at BUL cannot

be interpreted as a direct P-wave in our structure model. Furthermore, allowable

changes in source parameters (±40 in strike, dip, and rake) cannot produce such an

arrival. Examination of short-period teleseismic records shows no evidence of a

small magnitude foreshock, ruling out such an explanation. Speculation on the nature
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Event i Radial SACM04

BUL 26. R=525 km

Az=151

PRE R =1100 km

WIN =10 m
0

Az=9-31

SDB]R=13350 kmn'

0 20 40 60 8 0
Sec

Figure 10. Radial component data and synthetics for SACMC;4 and Event 1. Long-
period noise in the BUL and PRE data precludes accurate P,,A IPL ratio estimates.
However, the first precursor at PRE is present. though not the second. P,,A 1K... ratio
at WIN is overesti4mated by tfv synthetic ar~C 7 ne P-wave axrival at SDB (at 18 sec)
predicted by the synthetic is missing, showing tnat tnis gradient is too high.
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Event 2 Vertical SACO_..,___" 4

4.69
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Figure 11. Vertical component data and synthetics for SACMO-1 and Event 2.

PAIPL ratio at BIJL has increased, though not enough. The synthetic piju2icts a

dila:aricnal first arrival; a comressionil arrival is seen in the data. This arrival can-

not be exp!-ined by a mantle gadient. The PA iPL x.io a- "VIN ;- overestimated

slightly, and the shoulder is prLsent in the unfiltered synthetic.
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of this arrival will be diverted until later, but its occurrence does not affect our

requirement for a mantle gradient.

In an attempt to further increase the PA IPL ratio at BUL for both events, and

to see how well we could constrain the gradient magnitude, we computed synthetics

for model SACM05, which has a ,radient double the magnitude of that in SACNIO-.

SACM05 is also shown in Figure 7. Mantle shear velocity, density, and attenuation is

the same as in SACMO4. For this hi-gher gradient model, we expect the synthetic P

and P,,A amplitudes to increase further reladve to the PL wave at all stations.

Figure 12 displays the vertical data and synthetics from model SACM05 and

Event 1. At BUL, the iarger gradient has boosted P A slightly, so that the P,.A'PL

ratio is close to the data ratio. However, at PRE the PnA phase is now 2.5 times as

large as the PL wave, a much 1-cr raIo than in the data (P.A /PL =1.66). Further-

more, the synthetic PL wave arrives late at all stations, because the PA -PL time is

larger than in the data; i.e., PA arrives too early, implying too high mantle veloci-

ties. Thus, PRE indicates that this gradient is too la-ge: SACM04 synthetics fit all but

the BUL data better. The PA amplitude at BUL may be artificially increased by

long-period noise (apparent in the fi-st 20 secs), its true amplitude being W_ than

that shown. Alternativelv. an increase in the -radient at shallow depth in SACMO-4,

where the energy arriving a! E UL turns, might increase P A without requiring a

higher overall gradient, which is precluded by the PRE data. The latter hypothesis

was no: modeled, though the Event 2 BUL data suggest that this explanation is

correct.



Event I Vertical SACM05

i 19.2L13.3' II
BUL .=525 km

0

1 Az=16

F 6.25

PRE R=1l00 kmi
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2.56

WIN ' ---- =sR= 1200 km

Az=231

S 2.34
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Figure 12. Vertical component data and synthetics for SACM05 and Event 1.
PA/PL ratio at WIN is greatly overestimated, and the large dilatational P-wave at
SDB (18 sec) is not in the data. The PA IPL ratio at BUL is close to :he data ratio.
At PRE, the synthetic P,,A/PL ratio is slightly too large, indicating that the noise at
BUL is causing an erroneous ratio. Notice that the PA/PL ratio is not as highly
overestimated at PRE as at WIN. 91



Obviously, the synthetic P,A IPL ratio at WIN in Figure 12 is greatly exag-

gerated, as we expected from the SACM04 synthetics, which already overestimated

this ratio. At SDB, the very large direct mantle P-wave in the synthetics is totally

absent from the data. Thus, the gradient in SACM05 is definitely too large for both

cratonic and mobile belt paths, and that in SACM04 appears to give the best fitting

synthetics for Event 1 cratonic path data. Radial components in Figure 13 yield the

same conclusion.

Figure 14 shows the vertical component data and synthetics from SACM05 and

Event 2. Clearly the gradient in this model is too high for the WIN data, as evi-

denced by the very large synthetic P,1 A IPL ratio at WIN, as well as the extreme

absolute amplitude difference. At BUL though, the fit is good, except for the missing

compressional precursor arrival. There is no long-period noise here to induce ampli-

tude errors as there is for the F-,ent 1 BUL data. The data and synthetic PA /PL

ratios are very close, though for the Event 1 data this model's synthetics overes-

timated the PnA IPL ratio at PRE. For raypaths as close together (azimuthally) as

those to BUL and PRE, SACM05 could not be the best fitting model for Event 2 but

not for Event 1. This could be explained if the BUL data could be fit with a model

similar to SACM04 but with a higher gradient at shallow depth, as discussed -'Dove.

This was not modeled, however, as it does not affect the quantitative conclusior.

about the average gradient, which is best constrained by the PRE and WIN data.
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Event I Radial SACMO5

19.7
26.9 (~=2
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lAz= 1690
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Figure 13. Rad'al component data and synthetics for SACM05 and Even: 1. Long-
period noise at BUL and PRE precludes measurement of P,,A PL ratios. Note I.rge
P arrival at SDB, missing in the data, and the too large synthetic P,.4 IPL ratio at
V/TN, indicating that the gradient is too large.
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Event 2 Vertical SACM05
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7.20

BtJL R=840 km
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Figure 14. Vertical component data and synthetics for SACM05 and Event 2. The
PnA /PL ratio at BUL is very similar to data ratio, but this gradient is too high, as
shown by the PRE data. indicating a steeper gradien: than SACM04 at shallow depth.
The first arrival in the data is also mizsing, indicating more complicated structure
than a simple gradient. The PA/PL ratio at WIN is greatly overestimated in the
synth: ..
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DISCUSSION

Comparison of the data and synthetics above indicates that there is definitely a

positive P-wave velocity gradient in the upper mantle beneath southern Africa. Evi-

dence for this is two-fold. First, and most convincingly, the appearance in the data of

mantle turning wave arrivals requires a positive gradient. This phase is totally lacking

in the model with a constant mantle velocity (LHO 1). Secondly, a larger PA IPL

ratio in the data than in the LH01 synthetics implies some amount of mantle turning

wave energy in the seismograms.

The data also indicate that the mantle gradient is probably slightly lower

beneath the mobile belt regions (WLN-SDB paths) than beneath the cratonic regions

(BUL-PRE paths). This is based on the observation that the gradient model SACM04

synthetics fit the PRE data well, while they overestimate the PA /PL ratio at WIN

for both events. The higher gradient model, SACM05, overestimates the P"A IPL

ratio at all stations except BUL for both events, indicating that this gradient is too

high. We therefore deduce that the gradient is slightly less then 0.00333/sec beneath

the mobile belts, and approximately 0.00333/sec beneath the cratons, though the data

cannot constrain the gradient this accurately. This difference conveys important infor-

mation about

the tectono-thermal state of the region, as discussed below.

The criteria used to infer the gradient and its magnitude are affected by errors in

the source parameters. Hence, an examination of how amplitudes of P, P.A, and PL

are affected by these factors is required. Error bounds on the moment tensor elements
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are given by Wagner (1986). Since these do not relate directly to the double couple

parameters, we determined strike, dip, and rake for various nioment tensors to deter-

mine error bounds on these quantities. A conservative estimate for all parameters is:

±3' for Event I, and ±4' for Event 2. Of particular interest is the sensitivity of the

Event I PRE and WIN synthetics to these errors, since these data best constrain the

gradient magnitude. We found that errors in the dip had the largest effect on the

waveform, but that this effect was negligible with regards to the P,,A /PL ratio.

Strike and rake had similarly small effects on the synthetics, so that our conclusions

remain unaffected by the allowable range in source parameters.

For comparison with other velocity models, and for delimiting the depths over

which our model SACM04 applies, we summr ize mantle P-wave bottoming depths

at the appropriate stations. The P-wave arrival at PRE bottoms at 120 km depth

beneath the Kapvaal-Rhodesian craton. The P-wave at WIN, 100 km further from the

source, bottoms at 140 km beneath the Damara Fold Belt.

While they do not affect our conclusions about the average gradient, certain

aspects of the data could not be reproduced in the synthetics. The most obvious

misfit is that neither the second precursor phase at PRE for Event 1, nor the first

arrival at BUL for Even: 2 zould be reproduced with our models (see Figs. 9 and

11). Both of these stations lie on the craton. Something more complicated than a

monotonic gradient must be responsible for these discrepancies, because allowable

changes in source parameters cannot produce these arrivals. The phases could be due

to small foreshocks, but examinatiofi of short period teleseismic and regional records

indicated no such events. Perhaps reflection from or refraction through a high-
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velocity or high-velocity gradient layer beneath the craton is responsible; testing this

would require further modeling.

The P-wave velocity model of Bloch, et al. (1969) contained no high-velocity

zones, though their methods were not sensitive to the P-wave velocity regime, nor to

thin layers. Other workers have reported high-velocity layers a: shallow depth in the

lithosphere. Him, et al (1973) described relatively high velocity refrac:ors at 55 and

80 km depth in France from a long (1000 kin) refraction profile. A compilation of

similar long-range refraction results from many different areas, showing evidence of

fine layering in the lithosphere, is given by Fuchs (1979). Proposed explanations for

this phenomenon include anisotropy (due to preferred alignment of olivine crystals)

within the layers, and lateral perologic and chemical heterogeneities. Bamford (1977)

has demonstrated a 7% anisotropy in P,,-velociry in western Germany, though a sub-

sequent study (Bamford, et al., 1978) in northern Britain failed to reveal any

significant anisotropy. Thus, such layering may not be ubiquitous, and more data is

required to conclusively identify and study it in southern Africa.

Precise modeling of other aspects of the data would require a small modification

to the gradient model. Recall that the SACM04 synthetics consistently underestimated

the PA IPL ratio at BUL for both events (Figs. 9 and 11). This was true even for

Event 2, which contained no low-frequency noise. Model SACM05 produced better

fitting synthetics at BUL, but not at PRE for Event 1, and the latter constrains the

gradient better. Since BUL is nearer the source, this could indicate that a higher gra-

dient is present at shallow depth, where the rays to BUL turn. Such a modification

would increase the PA IPL ratio at BUL without affecting further stations. Since our
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purpose was to determine the average gradient, this aspect was not modeled.

Synthetic mantle turning wave amplitudes are also affected by ,Li '-,oice of

upper mantle QP and QS values. Higher Q values would require a smaller velocity

gradient to produce similar amplitudes, though relative travel-times would also be

changed. When compared with published Q values (Anderson, et al., 1965; Anderson

and Hart, 1978: Patton, 1980), our values are approximately twice as large. However,

these studies generally find an averaged Q over broad regions; no attenuation studies

have been undertaken in southern Africa. Therefore, our values may be high, but not

unreasonable for an old, stable platform and cratonic region. If a subsequent,

independent Q survey should yield a lower Q value, it could imply a slightly higher

mantle gradient than determined here.

A positive mantle P-wave velocity gradient has implications for the southern

African upper mantle thermal regime. Since our data reveal that the gradient is

smaller beneath mobile belts than beneath cratons, this study supports the deep lithos-

pheric root hypothesis. Assuming pressure changes with depth are roughly equal

between the two provinces, and assuming similar petrologies, the higher velocity zra-

dient indicates lower temperatures and temperature gradients in the cratonic root. The

nominal model used by Ballard and Pollack (1987) predicts this difference in thermnal

structure. It indicates that at a depth of 100 km, the mobile belt mantle is about

600" C hotter than the cratonic root, and the temperature gradient is higher in the

mobile belt lithosphere down to 100 kn. Temperature gradients below 100 km are

higher in the cratonic root than in the adjacent asthenospheric, mobile belt mantle,

but between these two regions there is a major rheolo-ic difference. Trie temperature
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profiles do not merge until 800 km depth.

A lower limit to the depth of the root can be ascertained from the bottoming

depths of the direct mantle P-waves at PRE for Event 1. The bottoming depth from

SACM04 for the P-wave at PRE is 120 km, and there was no evidence for a P-wave

LVZ. Ballard and Pollack (1986) estimate that the root may extend anywhere from

200 to 400 km depth, so our conclusion is well within the lower limit. Brune and

Dormann (1963), using surface wave dispersion, did not detect a P-wave LVZ

beneath the Canadian shield above 400 kn. Like the Rhodesian-Kapvaal craton, the

Canadian shield also has relatively low heat flow. In northwestern Eurasia. Given and

Helmberger (1980), using body waves, aid detect a small LVZ for P-waves, 50 km

thick, beginning at 150 km depth. Thus, our data may not sample deep enough to

detect an LVZ, but it does yield a minimum lithospheric thickness in the craton.

Fairhead and Reeves (1977) have estimated lithospheric thickness over most of

the African continent by combining teleseismic delay times and Bouger anomalies.

Their map shows a thickness of 150-175 km beneath BUL and PRE, which is con-

sistent with our derived minimum lithospheric root thickness of 120 kn, and with the

Ballard and Pollack (1987) study.

Their map shows thinner lithosphere in the mobile belt regions, the thickness

beneath WIN and SDB being less than 150 km. The direct P-wave at WIN for

SACM04 for Event 1 bottoms at 140 km; however, since we believe that the gradient

is slightly less than that in SACM04, the ray actually bottoms shallower. This depth

is close to the lithospheric thickness in the region given by Fairhead and Reeves

(1977), so the actual rays could be encountering a low velocity zone, an effect which
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we did not model. However, there was no hard evidence from our small data set of

interaction with an LVZ, so the lithosphere is somewhat less than 140 km thick

beneath the mobile belts. Unfortunately, the SDB data, which would have given a

deeper sampling of the structure, proved unusable.

Figure 15 compares our velocity models with those from previous studies.

Green's (197S) model was obtained from inversion of P-wave travel times for earth-

quakes throughout eastern and southern Africa, the Red Sea, and Gulf of Aden.

Because of source-station geometry. the upper 250 km of his model is more represen-

tative of the rift zone upper mantle, or at best an average of stable and active upper

mantle regions. Only velocity values below this depth apply to southern Africa. It

shows an overall slight positive gradient, but the values are considerably less than

those in SACM04. This is probably a result of the different regions examined in the

two studies, and our models do not extend deep enough to compare with Green's

below 250 kIn.

Figure 15 also shows the P-wave velocity model of Gumper and Pomeroy

(1970), obtained from surface wave dispersion. Notice that it a-rees closely with that

of Green (1978), probably because these models both average structure between the

rift zone and more stable regions.

Finally, we compare our models with that of Bloch, et al. (1969). Their study

region is nearly identical to ours, and there model does not average between major

tectonic provinces. Our model SACM04 and the Bloch model coincide closely for

most of the former's depth range. Model SACM05 diverges rapidly from theirs

below 70 km depth, and we have shown that this gradient is too high. SACM04
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Figure 15. Comparison of models SACMO4 and SACMO5 with models of Gumper
and Pomeroy (1970), Green (1978), and Bloch, ez, al. (1969). Models are for a spher-
ically stratified earth. The first two models are more representative of the tecicnically
azti.ve regions. Note that SAICMO5 quicklv di verges from al! other models. The
Bloch model a 7.t -'losek, with out Model SACM04, resultinc from the two studies
examining the same regio . SACM04 :s defined by the PRE duam it) depth of 120
km beneath :he craton.
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represents struture at least dovd to 120 km depth beneath the cratons. and probabiy

deepr. Beneath the mobile belts, the actual gradient is less than in SAC.M(-, and is

probably defined to a depth somewhat less than 140 km. A lower -radicnt beneath

the mobile belt regions would also agree closely with Blo(,h's model.

To determine if we could distinguish between a uadient and a vc c:"tv jurm.n as

shown in the Bloch, et al. (1969) model at 70 km depth. 'ke computed snzhetics :_o7

their model. The velocity jump model synthetics did not match the PRE data for

Event 1, and so we conclude that a gradient is more appropriate than a velocity jump.

Surface wave dispersion cannot resolve a velocity gradient. so it represents it as a

velocity jump. However, a model with a small velocity jump separating two layers

having a positive velocity gradient was not examined, and could possiblyv explain the

unmodeled precursor phase at PRE and BUL.

CONCLUSIONS

The data from this study indicate that there is a positive P-wave velocity era-

dient in the upper mantle beneath southern Africa. Synthetic seismograms were gen-

erated using a wavenumber integration routine, and compared with P,1 waveform

data from two Zambia earthqu2.kes. Previous workers have determine-. the source

parameters for these events, thereby allowing modeling of structure effects. The

source-station distribution allows for examination of structure beneath cratons ann

m.- bile belts independently, to detect differences in upper mantle structure.

Based on the existence in the data of mantle turning wave phases P and sP. and
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heir amplitudes iciative to PL, the gradient magnitude could be estimated. A gradient

of approximately 0.00333/sec is indicated for the average velocity structure beneath

the Kapvaal-Rhodesian craton (model SACM04). Some of the data suggest that the

gradient may be steeper at shallower depths. From P-wave bottoming depths, this

gradient extends at least to 120 kin, which is also a lower limit on lithospheric thick-

ness beneath the craton. This conclusion is consistent with lithospheric thickness stu-

dies from regional gravity and teleseismic P-wave delay times.

Based on similar criteria, a smaller positive gradient must exist beneath the

mobile belts. A magnitude slightly less than 0.00333/sec, but still non-zero, is cor.-

sidered likely. For model SACM04 the bottoming depth of P-waves at WIN, the

furthest mobile belt station showing no evidence of a LVZ, is 140 km. Lithospheric

thickness studies give a thickness of less than 150 km for the mobile belt regions.

Our inability to model some precursor arrivals at PRE and BUL with a mono-

tonic velocity gradient suggests that there may be high-velocity layers in the cratonic

upper mantle. These precursors only occur at cratonic path stations, and more data is

needed to determine the nature and cause of this phase.

Our conclusion of a higher velocity gradient beneath the cratonic province sup-

ports the hypothesis that a deep, cool lithospheric root exists underneath this region.

Our data also place a minimum depth extent on the root of 120 km. The root was

originally postulated as a mechanism for heat diversion to explain 'ower values of

observed heat flow (Ballard and Pollack, 1987) in the craton than in the mobile belts.

Tectonically, this implies that the cratonic lithosphere has remained largely

unaffected by post-Archean heating events. Similar data sets could be used else:where
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to detect upper mantle velocities and heterogeneities between tecionicallv old and

young regions.
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